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I Privatization in St. PetersbiChalloenges in thze Post-Soviet Era Challenges in the Post-

Soviet Era by Leonid Limo

bv Leonid Li;nionov, anid Vladislav Miagkox, and Vladislav Miagkov
I Russian Cities on the Road

Market Economy: The Hot
ST. PETERSBURG. St. Petersburg was founded in 1703 by the financed by Moscow. Many private- Sector by Olga Kaganova

Russian Emperor Peter the Great. When he captured this part of the sector initiatives gave way to massive Nadezhda Kosareva

Baltic coast from Sweden, he secured direct access to international state interventions. Housing provides a 7 Privatization: Changing tht
commercial and political networks. St Petersburg was proclaimed the good example. Mass housing construc- Nature of Buenos Aires by
new capital of the Russian Empire -a window into Europe." tion, which began in the 1960s, was Pedro Pirez

St. Petersburg relinquished its capital status to Moscow after the dictated by the state, which had become 8 Albania: Creating a New
revolution of 1917 and became instead a military-industrial center for both builder and customer. Citizens, Private Sector by Edi Joxh,
the country. Its budget came from the state, and its development was having spent years on housing waiting 9 Privatization of Municipal

Services in India by Dines)
Mehta and Meera Mehta

10 Public-Private Partnership,
Municipal Infrastructure
Services by Paul Schiuttenl
and Jens Lorentzen

The Sectors:

- -5, *> _- SI IAt the Limits: The Success an,
->, Q _l bhtYt s- 1 3 - -- ' v-*s.51^_ Failure of Water Privatization

r,> F ' - t2 /,4/-- : T -T -Ir-- Britain by Jim AManson
a. ' /Yj , -,:'--- ___ -12 Cote d'lvoire: Public Sector

-id.p_"\7 St. Petershurg's histoi-ical buildings Participation in Water Supply
x are surr^ounded by an industrial belt Sanitation

' l _ '_ -< 5_> .% v offactoiries and derricks. 14 Phoenix, Arizona: Privatizatio
Solid Waste Services by Robe

lists, were not consulted about the type Donovan

Russian Cities on the Road of housing to be constructed; neither by Olga Kaganova andNade
were they likely to complain given they Kosareva

to a M arket Economy: received their apartments free of 16 Privatization in Peru: Reducin
charge. The state accepted the product the Distances Between Us byThe Housing Sector and paid architects and builders in ~~~~~~~~Jorge Zavaleta AlegreThe Housing Sector and paid architects and builders in 17 Privatizing Toll Roads in the

accordance with fixed established Philippines by Saviniano Pere
by Olga Kaganoi'a and Nadezhda Kosareva prices. 18 The Reform of Urban Grain S

As a result, the historic center of St. in China by Xiaochen Meng, I
Mass housing privatization really got underway in Russia in Petersburg, with its parks, palaces, and Dong and Gaiqjian Fu

1992. By May 1994, 9.5 million housing units had been rich facades of old nineteenth century
privatized throughout Russia, amounting to 30 percent of the . . t . 1

eligible housing stock. There were many more privatized units in belt of industrial areas. A thin circle Of 2 Letters to the Editor
Moscow-35.5 percent at the end of 1993, and a little less than Stalin-period houses and huge "bed- 3 World View Privatizatio
that-about 1 8 percent, in St. Petersburg (the national figure was room" districts, made up of multi-story Can Goverment Manage
26 percent at the same time). If the number of housing units on retw by Richad Batley
private property (individual houses) and paid-off cooperatives . . 18 Newsline China: The Ch;

private property houses) paid-off cooperatives kielometers from the center of the city. of Urban Migration by Xiawere added to this amount, the average percentage of private- Meng
property housing units in Russian cities today would amount to

Haltlng Stps Forward19 Roundtableabout 45 percent. In Moscow more than half of the housing stock Halting Steps Forward
is private; in St. Petersburg, more than 33 percent. . . 20 Mayor's Column

"Housing privatization" and "land privatization" have therefore 21 From the City Manager'"Housing privatization" and .land privatization"ghave therefore cot its name back. and orivate-sector
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We welcome -vour comments. thouiglhts and suggestionis on The Urban Age.

L I Fannie Mae The following was received in response to the everyone is concerned with personal gains
71.,. Office of

i 'W Housing Winter 1994 issue Politics and the City . instead of benefits for their society? Is it
HResearch

because they cannot grasp the management
techniques borrowed from developed nations'?

Urban Editor: Or is it lack of patriotism? Or what? It is only
Management Paul Singer's article "Politics and the City" when we look at the problems from this

Programme in the Volume 2, Number 2, 1994 issue was premise, that we will begin to ask the right

quite interesting. I could not help reacting to questions about solving all the myraid prob-
This issue of The Urban Age is funded by his recommendation that the solution to the lems facing developing countries.
the Danish Intemational Development present urban crisis lies in the creation of Dr. Yomi Oruea,
Assistance, the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, the Fannie Mae Office of multi-national public agencies. This seems Department o/Architectu;i
Housing Research, the Dutch Ministry of naive because he assumes like his peers that Rivers State University o] Science
Foreign Affairs, and the World Bank. the process of reclaiming control will be Technolof
Developmental funding has been provided carried out by rational officials. However. Poirt Harcourt, Nigeri
by the UNDP-UNCHS(Habitat)-World
Bank Urban Management Programme and what we have realized is that, in developing
the World Bank. countries and especially in Africa, the

problem is not that implementing officials of Editor:

programs that alleviate urban problems do I find the The Urban Age very interesting. I
2 0 .g.;- ... :-^-^.:-5 - -'''not know what to do, but they do not do them am, however, disturbed by a clear sign of bias

Jeb Brugmann because of other extraneous factors. Apart against a large portion of the developing worlc
ICLEI Toronto, Ccanada from political reasons, these include personal By identifying issues of The Urban Age

James H. Carr gains, sociocultural reasons, etc. "Winter 1994, Spring 1994," etc., you display

Fannie Mae, Washington, D.C., USA To my line of thinking and researching, USA/Europe-centered approach which does nc
6. Shabbir Cheema researchers should now focus more on "Why become an international magazine.

UNDP, New York, USA is it that public officials do not implement the FJ. Du Pless
Charles Correa

Bomrbay, India right projects? Why is it that there is no Van Wvk & Louiw In
Zsuzsa Daniel accountability on their parts? Why is it that Pretoria, South Afiric

Research Institute of the Hungarian
Ministry of Finance
Budapest. Hunggary

Mamadou Diop Editor s' e
Dakar Metropolitani Conununity u Ne
Dakar, Senegal

Nigel Harris "Privatization" is neither a clearly defined term ity to the private sector. "The question," asks
Development Planning Unit nor a condition that can be easily compared Richard Batley in our guest editorial, "is not
London, England across countries and sectors. Yet it is a trend whether the state should intervene but how the

Th. H. Kolstee that is sweeping the globe. According to the state should intervene." As Pedro Pirez's story
Dutch Ministryn of Foreign A4fairs World Bank, in the past decade more than from Buenos Aires and our interview with Wagui
The Hague, Netherlands 16,000 large-scale enterprises have been Siby point out, for privatization to work, govern-

Aprodicio Laquian privatized worldwide. In 1992 alone 50 ment regulation and administrative competence
UBC Centre Jbr Humnan Settlements countries sold assets worth US$70 billion. are essential. Concerns of potential unemploy-
Vancouver, Canada In its strictest sense, privatization is the ment, monopolistic activity, and lack of political

Jaime Le Brer selling of state assets to the private sector. Yet commitment also must be taken into account.
CArin ba Braoil as Paul Schuttenbelt and Jens Lorentzen point Yet, in the end, as the majority of our stories

Akin Mabogunjea 

Ibadan. Nigeria out, it can also refer to a wide range of public- show, privatization seems to offer the chance of
Pablo Trivelli private partnerships. Economists point to its improving both the livelihoods of individuals and

Urban Management Programmne ability to reduce financial burdens on strained the services which they depend on in their day-to-
Quito, Ecuador government budgets. its capacity to improve day lives. To be fair, critics must be willing to

Jaime Valenzuela the efficiency of services, and its potential for look at how or if services were provided before
IULAI4CELCADEL, Quito, Ecuador attracting investments to capital-starved privatization was attempted. As Jim Manson so

countries. skillfully points out in his description of the
But what privatization means to a person privatization of the water sector in Great Britain,

living in St. Petersburg is vastly different from "if you can privatize water you can privatize
5.4ni~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ .~~~~ what it means to someone living in Phoenix, anything." Yet he sees the overall results as a

Arizona. In Russia, for 68 years it was illegal mixed bag-one that carries with it no easy

Arif Hasan to own private property; all industrial, commer- answer for implementation in other countries.
Karachi, Pakistan cial, and public buildings were owned by the Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to

Hilda Herzer state. To suddenly gain ownership of a house thank Bonnie Bradford, who in my absence during
Cent-o Estudios Sociales v and become a partial share-holder in a local the past year helped to broaden the scope and
Ambnientales Buenos Aires Argentina company is a heady and life-changing coverage of The Urban Age. She provided

Peter Swan experience. In our lead story, Leonid Limonov invaluable help on the current issue, and has now
UNCHS Nairobi Kenya and Vladislav Miagkov describe what turned to writing and editing a book on health and

privatization means to the city of St. Peters- the environment.
burg, and how its progression is filled with both As always, we look forward to receiving your

nitfall- and Advances comments thmoihtr andc critici-m- on this andl



Privatization: Can Government Manage It?
by Richard Batley

Richard Batley is a political sociologist in the Development Administration Groip, School of Public Policy. The University of Birmingham.
United Kingdom.'T he new vicw toward ments, and researchers have to adopt controlling and support- joint ventures, or monopoly.

privatization is that the state focused more on the transitional ing roles. Research by the Each has different implications
should directly supply process of withdrawal and Institute of Latin American for how government should act to
services only where neces- privatization than on how Studies (University of Texas at ensure the public interest and

sary. It should ensure that governments are to perform aJ7er Austin) conducted in several maintain conditions for competi-
essential goods an,d services are they have withdrawn. The risk Latin American countries has tion, supervise the fulfillment of
provided, but not aim to he the now is that states' failure to found that governments usually long- or short-term contracts,
sole producer or deliverer. Where perform their new roles will do not have the legislation in arbitrate through regulatory
in the past government was seen contribute to the failu-e of private place, the regulatory frameworks agencies, or target financial
as often squeezing out market service deliverers. created, arid the administrative support.
suppliers, it is now expected to What are the particular capacity to ensure that privatized * Government capacity: This
support their development and difficulties of developing country monopolies do not abuse their brings us to the major question
promote competition. governments in setting and power. Once the monopoly (in before us-whether government

Few nowadays would deny maintaining appropriate arrange- telecommunications, gas, or local has the administrative arid
that governments have often over- ments for managing privatized, or water supplies) is in place. political ability to undertake its
extended themsel/es, suffocating arms-length, scrvice dclivery? government is in a new roles. Government must
private and community initiative. - Weak niarket alternatives: weak position to impose condi- have the capacity not only to
In many areas of public life, Almost by definition, poorer tions. make initial diagnoses and
however, government cannot developing countries have less * The needfor case-by-case assessments to decide how
simply withdraw, leave matters to mature formal business scctors, diagnosis: Broad policy commit- services should be supplied, but
the private sector, and wash its with higher start-up costs, less ments to involve the private sector also to administer the state's roles
hands of responsibility. A range capacity to invest, and less or conuiiunities in service once they have been established.
of situations exist in which exposure to competition. Thus a delivery are not enough. Specific This is partly a matter of having
intervention is necessary. One greater burden of enablement and diagnoses need to be made of how skills, which are in short supply,
way or the other, such circum- regulation falls on central and services with different technolo- to analyze and maintain market
stances apply to most urban local governments in precisely gies operate in particular coun- conditions; set broad framneworks
services. The question is not those countries in which they are tries and cities, the potential of of policy and standards; manage
whether the state should intervene likely to be least equipped to bear market suppliers, and the risks and enforce contracts; regulate
but how the state should inter- the burden. involved. monopolists; coordinate, finance,
vene. Difjicult uindlerlyiing circto7n- * Assessment of thle,tbrm of and support producers; enable

In the last decade government stairces: Radically new ap- state intervenlion: A wide variety community self-provision; and
has drawn away firom the role of proaches to public management of possible public-private mixes support consumers with informa-
producer and deliverer of services are having to be developed in exist in the delivery of services, tion and alternatives. More
and assumed the role of enabler much more difficult circum- The World Bank World Develop- profoundly, it is a matter of
(through financing, subsidizing, stances than those experienced by ment Report for 1994 distills having governmental institutions
advising, and contracting) and reformers in more advanced these down to four broad types: that are sufficiently robust to
regulator (setting policy, legal countries. Changes have often public ownership and operation; maintain the delicate balance
frameworks and standards). been imposed by financial crisis public ownership but with private between supporting private and

Paradoxically, state withdrawal and donor pressure, generating responsibility for operation; community actors and, at the
(from producing and delivering political tensions and demoraliz- private ownership and operation; same time, keep a distance from
services) raises the demand for ing public officials. Govern- and community and user provi- particular interests. It is surely
highLy skilled public admiinistra- ments, particularly in Africa, have sion. Within thesc categories, extraordinary to expect this of
tors capable of pe]rfonniing more to find ways of handling multiple there are many more or less what are often the most fragile
complex, technically difficult, and change-not only through complex ways of "unbundling" political systems.
politically sensitive tasks. If "programmed privatization" but services and involving private
states failed in the past to produce also through "incremental operators: for example, free I The British Govemment is funding

services, how much more likely privatization`' of declining public competition, financing, licensing, Readercs are inites desctribed heet if

are they to fail to intervene services. contracting, leasing, franchising, they wish to join a research network.

selectively and supportively in * Lack ofppreparation for the
markets? urew roles of government: The The Urbani Age aims to stimulate livel 'y debale ancd interaclion on variouls

Even less attention has been incremental decay of public topics in developed and developing coutntries. The ideas expressed in
articles appearing in The Urban Age reflect the personal comoments of

given to government's ability to services and haste Lmder pressure each authior, and are not repiresentative of any one agency or
perforim as enablers and regula- to pass responsibility to other organiration. Individual ar ticles appearing inz The trban Age tnay he

tors in developing countries. actors have both led to govern- reproduced or reprinted provided the author(s) and The Urban Age are cited,
Development agencies, govern- ment being inadequately prepared and a cour-tesy copy is senr to The Urban Age.



PRIVATIZATION
continued from page I

Privatization is being undertaken in all sectors of society and, in the a mutually beneficial alliance between the working collective and the
process, changing both the landscape and personality of the city. investor who has the necessary resources. Success or failure of the

The first step in the process began in 1990 with the housing sector. "privatization game" is determined by the quality of the agreement
According to current laws, any house can be privatized almost free between the staff of the enterprise and the investor, and how well it

| of charge by those currently occupying it (see Houisinzg p. 1). secures their jobs.
Privatization of housing has been accompanied by a series of The whole range of successful alliances of this type can be illus-
"small" privatizations, which include retail, public catering, and trated by two typical examples: privatization of the hairdressing salor

service operations. Most "small" privatizations involve leasing buy- "Under the Duma," in the center of the city, and a greengrocer's shop
outs and auction sales or tenders organized by the city. From 1992 to in the suburbs (see box, p.5).
1994 the city held over 100 sales, resulting in the privatization of over
3,500 enterprises. Working collectives purchased 2,950 enterprises; "Big" Privatizations
outside legal entities purchased 301 enterprises and 249 enterprises were
bought by private persons. The total selling price was over 192 billion "Big" privatization in St. Petersburg began on a large scale in mid-
rubles. 1993. "Big" privatization generally means the transformation of

enterprises into joint-stock companies, and the subsequent free-mark(
"Small" Privatizations sale of a small percentage of their shares. The shares of an enterprise

undergoing privatization can be purchased: (1) by the workers and
In general, Russian laws have encouraged collaboration between managers of the enterprise by closed subscription; (2) by any Russian

buyers of enterprises (most often a workers' collective) and potential citizen at voucher auctions (a privatization means of payment issued t,
investors. For example, according to Russian privatization laws, a legal every citizen); or (3) by outside investors for money at open auction,
entity representing the interests of over one-third of the working tender, or investment sales.
collective of an enterprise has the right to pay their initial contribution in As in the case with "small" privatization, the success of "big"
the amount of only 25 percent of the auction or tender selling price. privatization depends on the balance of interests between the working
Collectives may receive a discount on top of this, with payments being collective, the managers, and the investor. In St. Petersburg, other
spread out over three years. It is therefore clearly profitable to establish continued on page 5

HOUSING
continuedfrom page 1

summarizes all the processes and successes of Beginning in 1961, the construction of by different groups in different ways. There-
privatization in various branches of the city is single-family homes was prohibited in cities fore the legislative bases of privatization var'j
"non-uniformity." This lack of homogeneity has with a population greater than I 00,000, and for land, and improvements, and even for
organizational, historical, and political roots. the state policy was to demolish this type of different types of improvements.

From an organizational point of view, it is housing stock altogether. Today, single family Since 1990, Property Law pennits full
impossible for the privatization of various homes are 0 percent of the housing units in ownership and leasehold tenure for all types
sectors, such as land and retail trade or housing Moscow, and 1.3 percent of housing units in buildings and construction by any natural or
and industrial properties, to succeed equally. St. Petersburg. legal (corporate) person, including foreign
Privatization is relatively new, having started Seventy years of inertia toward land and citizens. This law also states that fully paid
just three or four years ago, and each sector is land improvements were reflected in the first cooperative apartments are automatically
different from the others. laws of 1990-91, which kicked off reforms in converted to the private property of families.

Current lack of homogeneity in privatization real estate. These laws have been developed In the summer of 1991, the Law on
of urban real estate stems from a historical fact: Housing Privatization was adopted. This
in 1922, Soviet legislation abolished the concept allows families to obtain voluntary ownershi]
of private real estate. Land was declared, rights of occupied municipal and other state
national property and from then on, no inventory apartments. Russian policymakers decided
of land users was undertaken. As a result, about that the gains from rapidly establishing a
80-90 percent of land users did not have title to housing market outweighed the considerable
their property at the beginnig of the reforms in costs that the policy of low-charge and no-
1990-199 1. charge privatization entailed. This federal la

All industrial, commercial, and public guaranteed the free-of-charge privatization al
buildings were owned by the state. State housing the "social norm" of floor space per person.
accounted for 79 percent of urban dwellings in : One of the most controversial topics is lan
1990-a multiple of the share of housing in state legislation. The question of land privatizatio
ownership in Eastern European countries. An is a central Point of disagreement between
exception was cooperative housing (5 percent on reformers and conservatives. As a result, thi
average, and up to 15 percent in some cities), topic is a good examnple of the parallelismn of
and privately owned single-family homes (1 5 federal legislation. Laws adopted by the
percent on average). Supreme :Soviet (now the Federal Assembly)



PRIVATIZAT ION
continued flo7 page 4

collective, the managers, and the investor. In St. Petersburg, other

intermediaries (banks and the stock exchange) can also participate in Privotizing lUnder the Oumaf
voucher auctions. The high volume of sales in St. Petersburg stock
exchanges has att-acted vendors to the St. Petersburg Stock Exchange The 1992 auction selling price of the hairdressing salon, "tJnder the Duma,"
making the city the undisputed leader in voucher auctions in Russia. was 60 million rubles. It was purchased by a partnership between 20*tt d l i hR workers in the shop and an Italian businesswoman of Russian origin. The

actLal price after the legal discount to the working collective was 15 million
Need to Attract Capital rubles.

The Italian investor gave an additional 1 0 million rubles to the 20

At the heart of the current privatization process is a compromise members of the working collective to purchase another salon, where they
started their own business. After some time, "Under the Duma" was

between economic efficiency and social peace. Benefits granted to transformed into a modem fashion house ofEuropean standards.

working collectives as enterprises to encourage their transfer into joint- In this case the participants got what they wanted: the working collective
stock companies rneans that outside investments might not be attracted secured jobs in their own business, although in a somewhat less fashionable
to the company. Local capital for financing reconstruction under district; and the wealthy investor obtained a business with a good location,to th opn. Loa caia for.......... for a relatively low price.
conditions of stiff competition is lacking. Banks consider investmenits

in production the ]east feasible during high inflation periods, and prefer Privn tn the Gengroefs Shop
to finance credit and trade operations. Privatized companies involved r__va__z_ng ___e ___een__oce_ s Shop
in production lack any investment capital whatsoever. Mass bankrupt- The selling price of the greengrocer's shop was substantially lower. The
cies and a sharp gr-owth in unemployment lead to constant crises. workers and the investor (their supplier) had agreed beforehand on the

There is a continuous search in St. Petersburg for ways to attract share distribution of their partnership. Funds saved due to the discount to
the working collective were immediately invested in the development of

potential investors in the privatization of manufacturing enterprises. In the shop, including repairs and the purclase of new equipment.

one process, the state, as the founder and sole owner of all the shares of The success of this approach is demonstrated by the fact that 75
an enterprise undergoing privatization, establishes atl open type joint percent of auction and tender sales of retail, public catering, and domestic
stock company by issuing stock options to be sold at investment sales service enterprises in St. Petersburg have been won by investor and

7 . working collective alliances. Only 10 percent of working collectives
together with 20 percent of the shares. But an investor can usc these managed to achieve buy-outs without outside investors.

L anuuetitd Oto ai U ,m

and decrees issued by the President strongly partly in chaos regarding land legislation (see Other politicians, especially from among former
contradict one another. Land, p. 15). high-level officials were personally interested in

On the one hand, the Land Code of 1991 When considering real-estate privatization establishing their rights in housing units, which
allows private ownership of urban land only in Russian cities, it should be kept in mind that were usually much bigger and better than the
by natural persons and only for single-family the real practice of privatization depends as standard ones.Eventually they all realized that th
houses or gardening, with limited rights to sell much on the policy of the local authorities as new structure of budgetary financing and reviset
a plot. All natural or legal (corporate) persons on federal regulations. The largest cities have allocation of expenditure responsibilities was
may lease land from a municipality for up to the rights of Members of the Federation, changing dramatically against local government
fifty years without the right to sublet or to sell which are similar to States in the United and that increased housing maintenance expense
the leasehold right. States. Il municipal politicians in these large would burden municipal budgets.

Under the Lancl Code, the transfer of the cities do not want to follow federal policies, At the same time, it was never explained
title of any building or construction also they often find a way around them, or simply clearly to people that ownership not only brings
results in the transfer of the seller's right of the postpone privatization. For example, until rights but also obligations; that to be an owner
underlying land to the buyer. now Moscow and St. Petersburg, and many might have wide-ranging consequences. More-

On the other hand, President Yeltsin's other cities, have ignored presidential decrees. over, to stimulate housing privatization, the
decrees of 1992 provide that state enterprises Moreover, the Moscow government has issued strategy of equal treatment of owners and renter
which have undergone privatization may a decision that the only form of land rights is a was adopted: the owners of privatized flats
acquire full ownership of their sites. Also, leasehold tenure, in direct contradiction of the continue to pay the same highly subsidized

citizens who previously obtained land for Constitution. The land policy in St. Peters- maintenance fee as the tenants of municipal and
entrepreneurial activity may acquire full burg is to avoid making any long-term other state flats. This will probably continue
ownership. decisions. during the next five years, until the program of

There is a statement in the new Russian It appears that the idea of housing phased increased rents, launched in 1994, is fillUb
Constitution about permitting private owner- privatization, being formulated in federal implemented.

ship of land. But currently there are no federal regulation, was supported on the municipal Olga Kaganoaa is a specialist on urban land use and
regulations about procedures of land level. Some local policymakers sincerely real estate msarkets, and is co-director of the Agency
privatization. believed that the opportunity for many people Jbr Urban Research and Consulting (AUREC) in St.

At the end of 1993 President Yeltsin to become owners of real property would with the Urba stitute Teshdna Kosareva s a consulOai
canceled a large part of the Land Code, so influence general reforms positively in at least in Moscow. She specializes on the rental sector and
now Russia is livinig partly in a vacuum and two ways: economically and psychologically. housing finance.



PRIVATIZATION
continued from page 5

As a rule, the volume of such investment programs exceeds the

authorized capital of the enterprise by five to one hundred times. GIobal Fa cts and Figures: Privatizatiton
A real investor is compelled in this case to establish contacts with

the management of the enterprise in both the pre-privatization New Hands on the Wheel
phase and during the preparation of the investrnent program. This Value of infrastructure privatization in developing countries

allows specific characteristics of the enterprise to be taken into As % of total
account, and to satisfactorily demonstrate its market potential to developing- E s 7

the investor. Positive examples of this kind in St. Petersburg are the ME Water countryi
privatization of the large power engineering plants Electosila and Transport pnvatization 6

MMGas 
Metallichesky Zavod, a meat processing factory, each with 7,000 to [IlI Power 4

12,000 jobs. Telecomnmunications _ -3

Looming Fears Elm

1988 89 90 91 92 0
Despite the success of "small" privatization, problems remain to be

solved before the "big" privatization of large industrial enterprises can Soztrce: World Bank

be completed. It is expected that the privatization of large enterprises Nearly 100 govemment-owned industries in Wester Europe are likely

under the conditions of an open market will result either in a sharp candidates for privatization during the next few years. While not all

decline in jobs, or the need for massive changes in the types of profes- deals will necessarily go through, the estimated value of these holdings

sions needed in the work force. Another concern is the growing is close to $150 billion.

influence of the mafia, which frequently extorts money from small Britain's average household water bill has soared by 69 percent and

businessmen in exchange for protection from gangsters, or to use in sewerage charges by 66 percent since privatization of the nation's ten

bribing public authorities. water-and-sewerage companies in December 1989.

Open markets and competition compel enterprises to look for their As state-owned companies in Europe cut staff to become more

own ways to survive. The problem is how to do this in the case of competitive after privatization, 750,000 or more previously secure jobs

large, highly specialized manufacturing enterprises. Privatization in are likely to be lost during the next few years, according to projections
by economists. The biggest losers will be France, with a loss of 290,000

reality often means groping in the dark, using very rough ideas as jobs; Italy, with a loss of 180,000 jobs; and Germany, with a loss of

signposts, and with few real connections to the overall conditions of the 140,000 jobs.

city in terms ofjobs, commodities, or services. Number of SOEs Privatized
The long-term goal of mass privatization throughout Russia is to Worldwide, by Region, 1980-91

increase the efficiency and flexibility of its economic system. But with

the lack of a market infrastructure, privatization gives rise to a number

of new dangers and problems which need solutions at both the local
and federal levels. Issues such as housing construction and mainte- 4'500 (1 *80%)

nance, employment policies, the promotion of investments, the reform

of urban planning, and financing infrastructure are all vital to the _ _Touth-32 _ 122)

development of the city. ;730%)

For example, residential housing construction is in a deep crisis.

Rapid construction of one-family houses for the "wealthy" (5 to 7 80 (12%)

percent of the city's population) is only occurring in fashionable city 170(2%)

suburbs. Mass construction of multi-apartment houses has practically \ (or%D
Source: Privatization: The Lessonis of Expenence

stopped, due to the fiscal deficit in the city. Given the current prices of

construction materials and services, neither the city's administration * In India's most developed state, Maharashtra, the entire budget of the
state-owned telecommunications monopoly is equal to only one quarter

nor residents of St. Petersburg have sufficient funds to finance con- of the funds needed to improve service levels to even a barely satisfac-

struction. tory minimum.

One way to break this deadlock should be mortgage crediting, but The first phase of privatizing Russia's industrial sector ended on June

this has not occurred in Russia because of high inflation rates and the 30 this year after 1 8 months of trading vouchers for shares in statc-

uncertainty of property ownership. City authorities have not yet owned companies. The results put the assets of 12 million state

learned how to cooperate with private developers and cultivate private! companies in the hands of 40 mmllion Russian citizens, with 650 mutual

public partnerships. The roles of the municipality and private develop- funds formed to acquire shares.

ers in city development projects are still unclear. Financing the * Asia, excluding Japan, will spend $1 trillion on infrastructure over the

development of infrastructure is especially important in this context. next decade. The size of these projects is leading Asian governments to

The future of all types of city development largely depends on land tum to the private sector to build overytsing fom power stations to

ownership. Unfortunately, Russian land legislation is still not consis- motorways.

tent. Only sites for the construction of single-family houses are * Nearly all the power plants built in the Philippines during the past two

available for private ownership, and this only takes place in the years were completed under build-operate-transfer arrangements
between private companies and the government. Including those still

Leningrad region outside the administrative borders of St. Petersburg being built, there are 18 such projects, together costing more than S2.5

city (see Land, p. 15). billion-more than twice the government's infrastructure budget.

sources on p. 24
continued on page 24 F
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Privatization: Changing the Nature of Buenos Aires
by Pedro Pire.

Pedro Pire-. ani Argentine sociologist. specializes in Itrhban managenment andpolicy studies. He is a senior research officerwith theNational
Scientific and Technical Research Countcil (CONICET) and the Buenos Aires Center for Social and Environmental Studies (CENTRO).

BUENOS AIRES. Buenos into districts with very dissimilar one company, each company public urban management entities,
Aires provides a good vantage standards of living and variations becomes the sole provider in the such as municipalities, or with the
point for reflecting on the effects in the quality of urban manage- territory to which they are users of the utility services. If lo
of privatization on a major city. ment. The privatization of utility assigned. Costs in the city of public responsibility is imposed
This is true even though services tends to exacerbate such Buenos Aires are already high on the utility service provider, the
privatization is a rielatively recent differences. For instance, when compared with costs in other relationship with the user popula-
phenomenon. trash collection was partially countries. Monopolies can ptish tion is strictly that of a provider to

In most cases, the rationale for privatized in Buenos Aires. this these costs even higher, as can its' clients or customers. The
privatization in Bujenos Aires was service remained in municipal already be seen in the case of relationship between the user and
the deterioration of its public- hands and under poor manage- telephone communications. provider becomes just one more
sector utility enterprises. The ment in the southern sector of the P
cumulative effect of poor quality city. This sector. inhabited

services, inefficienicies. and primarily by low-income grops, , 

ineffective management made it covers one-third ofthe city. The 1 N
impossible to cover current needs services further deteriorated with -

or fu.tufe growth. Privatization partial privatization.
offered hope that city services The public-sector utility
would be substantially improved, enterprises wcre faulted for not
but many are still waiting for adequately extending the existing -

these improvements to occur. service networks, and this was

considered one of the indicators

Privatization of Services of their poor management .

practices. The privatization Privatization may, by some commercial relationship, unless
Over three million people live process- especially of water accounts. appear to contribute to city residents or local govern-

in Buenos Aires, the federal and sewerage services-has the economic concentration of ments succeed in pressuring the
capital of Argentina. The greater overlooked the matter of neces- wealth, not only within the city federal agencies responsible for
meti-opolitan area of Buenos Aires sary system extension to the but ultimately throughout overseeing service providers.
is home to 11 million people. outskirts of the metropolitan area. Argentine society. There may be Utility companies. which have an

In 1989, the Federal Govern- The responsibility for extending two reasons for this: utility enormous impact on the quality of
ment began privatizing public- services was not transferred to. or services have remained in the life of the city, remain beyond the
sector enterprises, and the takcn on by, any entity. In the hands of four or five of thc reach of many inhabitants.
Municipality of the City of case of water service, over 40 country's major economic groups,
Buenos Aires introduced aggres- percent of the metropolitani some of which are associated with Missing Framework
sive privatization policies. Trash population is not adequately foreign corporations; and they are
collection services have been supplied. Even though the area to failing to fulfill their economic These examples illustrate gray
partially privatized since the early be serviced is quite large, this distribution function within the areas that have resulted from
1980s. During the last few years. may be another cxample of how city by tending to exclude the specific privatization arrange-
ilmost all other urban services distinct social groups living in city's lowest-income inhabitants. ments. The risks of privatization
have been privatized. Manage- different districts of the metro- having these types of results can
ment of city revenues, real estate politan area do not receive the Public Responsibility be limited by taking steps to
records administration, operation same treatment. ensure that privatization contracts
zf sports facilities and the zoo. Privatization involves the risk and management of the public
advertising in public places, part Economic Effects of further consolidating a non- aspects of city life are properly
Df the metropolitan rail transit democratic system of city regulated and monitored.
system, parking, road mainte- Although many services were management. Since monopoly Almost all the problems that
nance, street lighting, telephone already monopolized, situations do exist, utility-service have been identified and de-
service, electric power, and gas privatization of utility services decisions affecting the daily lives scribed can be traced to shortcom-
were privatized between 1991 and has created new monopolies, for of urban dwellers are in the hands ings in the regulation and moni-
1992. Water supply and sewerage example, the water supply and of private-sector functionaries. toring of privatization. These
were privatized in May 1993, and sewerage company. When Formal regulation and moni- privatization agreements were
the subway in Jaamiary 1994. responsibility for services such as toring are the responsibility of the carried out without defining

Like many Latin American telephones. electric power, and federal government, and there is policies rclated to utility services;
cities, Buenos Aires is subdivided gas is handed over to more than little interaction with either the continuied on page 8
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wvithout setting goals and obj c i
tives, or fonnulating the proce- Albania: Creating a New Private-Sector
dures for achieving them; and E
without identifying the roles of conom y

the various intervening
parties. These parties include by Edi Joxhe
private-sector companies,
public-sector agencies, Edi Joxhe is an advisor to the Minister of Construction of the Housing and Territory Adjustment in Albania.

cooperatives, users, and munici-
palities. Decisions were not made TIRANA. In Albania, the businesses, such as restaurants,

on how privatization would be words "private sector" and shoemakers, watchunakers, and

financed, including determination "private property" were consid- hairdressers, were also privatized.

of rate schedules, payment ered absolute heresy until the end Existing facilities were sold at
procedures, and possible subsidies of 1990. Nearly the entire GDP auctions or in installments. The

and their sources. Service quality came from the public sector- state gave up monopoly rights

standards were not articulated and even barber shops and shoe over foreign trade, and new local

accountability was not delineated. shiners were not in the private pnvate export-import companies
These policy gaps have meant sector. In an amazing turn of were born. These companies

that there have been no clear events, the Albanian Government bought most of the state-owned

regulations and guidelines to anticipates that by the end of warehouses.
govern the provision of privatized 1996. 70 percent of GDP will be The next step was privatization

services from the outset. The from the private sector. Albania of small manufacturing enter-

result has been that such gray is building up the private sector at prises with 1O to 50 employees.

areas have not been avoided, and an extremely fast pace. Most of these enterprises handle

mechanisms have not been Albania has 3.3 million people food processing and light indus-

created to begin eliminating them. and Tirana is its capital city. The try. Privatizing these industries
This situation may be different Democratic Party came into was intended to make these

if local metropolitan authorities power after the first free elections enterprises viable, increase
took part in framing policies, of March 1992. They took over a efficiency, and create new jobs.

formulating regulations, and country with a depressed The privatization of medium and

designing monitoring procedures. economy, an inflation rate of 500 large enterprises is in process.
Enabling users to play a more percent, and extreme poverty. All state-owned houses, which
active role, not just as customers constituted about 80 percent of all

in the market, and assigning them The New Albanian urban housing, were privatized

more rights and responsibilities, within one year. This established

would also help change the The new Albanian believed the a private housing market, includ- fuels were compensated for state

present state of affairs, best way to achieve economic ing the buying and selling of employees, retired people, and tl

Privatization has been carried recovery was to institute a rapid houses. Housing policies on unemployed. Later on, these

out in Buenos Aires without privatization policy, accompanied future housing construction using compensations were integrated

defining policies for the city to by a legal framework and market- public finds will be implemented into their salaries, pensions and

follow, and without developing oriented institutional structures. by The National Housing Agency, social assistance. Since the

definitions that would help guide a governmental institution. This 1990-1991 period, when the

the authorities. These are serious agency will manage all the loans country was at the threshold of

shortcomings. Metropolitan - and grants received by the starvation, Albania has witnesse

public management agencies - government from local and a boom of private bread factorie:

should provide a supporting $ N foreign banks for building houses, and private fuel selling facilities

framework for the city's residents .. and these houses will then be sold which has led to an increase in

and their activities. If this were to citizens. Nearly 85 percent of production and lower prices

the case, then private entrepre- construction companies are because of competition.

neurs and the services they offer, .>A-.--. N private, and they are securing According to 1993 Interna-

could be utilized as sources of most of the construction contracts. tional Monetary Fund data,

financial and management ' .I Albania had the highest growth

support. Important steps could Use of Regulation rate (11 percent) of any East
also be taken to limit the tendency N >European country. Other objee-
of private entrepreneurs to ' The privatization process has tives have also been achieved,

subordinate the interests of the The privatization of agricultural been accompanied by laws and including attracting local and

city and its residents and optimize land was among the first pro- pricing policies. State control foreign private capital into
their own business objectives. *3 grams launched by the Demo- over prices was removed for most Albania, increases in efficiency,

cratic government. items, including prices for bread and the creation of a competitiv

State owned enterprises such and fuels. However price environment. Albania now has

as stores, supermarkets, and some increases for bread and heating conlinued on page 9
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one of the most liberal legislation Privatization of Municipal Services in India
packages for the protection of
foreign investment The govern- by Dinesh Mehta aned Meera Mehta
ment has managed, through its Din esh Mehta is director of the National In.stitute of Urbatn Affairs in New Delhi, India. Meera Mehta is
monetary policies, to control a consultant specializing in u-rban development andfinance.

inflation, which has been reduced
to 25 percent in the past two NEW DELHI. the rapid rise rapidly. But the infrastructure services in India. Capacity
years. The Albanian currency has in demand for urban infrastructure bottlenecks severely constrain the building of local governments to
been very stable during these past in India is a result of increases in growth prospects of economic manage these projects is crucial
two years, unlike currencies in both population and incomes. enterprises in Indian citics. for project design, negotiation
other East European countries. The urban population of India Municipal govemments in India with potential partners, and

increased from 159 million in have realized that managing effectivemonitoringarrangements.
Privatization of Services 1981 to 217 million in 1991. The existing services efficiently and

urban GDP per capita increased economically is more important Readiness for Privatization
The govemment plans to from Rs. 4,200 ( USS 131 ) in 1981 than adding new services.

introduce the private sector into to Rs. 10,840 (US$ 338) in 1991. The management services Democratic decentralization of
the provision of nmunicipal public The limited financial, techni- contract (or "contracting-out") is municipal governments through
services. This is expected to cal, and managcrial capacity of the most common form of the 74th Constitutional Amend-
increase service levels, increase municipal goveniments to privatization in India (see box, p. ment has broadened the range of
efficiency, and save public funds. maintain existing infrastructure 10). The cost savings from functions and responsibilities of
The private sector is already being services and to cope with in- contracting out range from 15 to urban govemments. Many state
engaged for municipal solid waste govcmments have enabling
management, municipal ftineral Rajkot Extent of Original cost savings provisions that allow for
services, and roacd maintenance. privatization costs Cost savings as a % of privatization of the mandatory

An especially difficult aspect Service % (Rs in lakh) (Rs in lakh) original cost municipal services. Efforts are
of privatization is privatizing Str-eet light 33 14.86 2.97 20.0 underwaytodevelop"model

Primary solid waste removal 5 16.97 2 61 15.4
utilities. While Albania is a Secondary solid waste removal 70 187.2 43.20 23.1 contracts" for various municipal
country with many resources and Cleaning of public latrines 58 11.16 7.17 67.7 services. Training and technical

Local solid waste removal 1 2.38 0.54 23.1 
potential, the power and water Gardens 17.5 8.64 6.30 72.9 assistance to the municipal
supply systems do not function govemmcnts on contract manage-
properly, largely due to lack of creased demand is demonstrated 7(0 percent for different services in ment are now being organized.
public investment: in the rehabili- by the current state of municipal the city of Rajkot in western India The institutional structure for
tation of the existing systems. services. Nearly one-fourth of (see table above). Studies of financing urban infrastructure in
The govemment is preparing a urban residents in India do not contracting out arrangements India is in a nascent stage. An
strategy for involving the private have direct access to safe drinking suggest that each city adopt a estimated annual requirement of
sector in this area. This strategy water, and over half lack access to gradual approach of contracting Rs. 40 billion (USS 1.25 billion)
will begin with the privatization safe sanitation. only part of the service in specific is not likely to come from the
of management and concessional The average municipal revenue locations within a city. As budgetary resources of the
contracts. The govcmment is also of Indian cities is Rs. 220 (tIJS$ 7) experience with contract manage- national and state governments.
starting to prepare the legal and per capita per annum. With such meat procedu res grows. aiid as A Financial Institutional Refonns
regulatory framework which will low revenues, a result of setting more small scale contractors and Expansion (FIRE)
enable utilities to be privatized, to prices for services far below the emerge, further services can be Programme proposes to develop a
avoid many of the negative actual costs of operation and contracted out. viable infrastructure finance
consequences that might follow maintenance, cities cannot 't'here is limited but growing system that will tap the growing
the transfer of a public monopoly niaintain existing services. experience with other forms of capital market with appropriate
to the private sector. A regulatory Financing new infrastructure is privatization such as BOO/BOT debt instruments and promote
agency will be set. up to regulate difficult with such limited debt and its variants (see box, p. 10). public/private partnerships.
the price and quality of water service potential. The range of projects of this type The FIRE program's policy
according to predefitied environ- include: toll roads and toll includes: promoting a commer-
mental standards. Changes in Macro-economic bridges in Madhya Pradesh, cially viable infrastructure finance

Albania is advancing rapidly, Policies Bombay, and Delhi; mass rapid system; increasing private sector
but at the same time with caution, transport in Hyderabad; water participation in the delivery of
in developing its privatization The package of macro- supply in Vishakhapatnam; and municipal services and land
policy. Its main reason for economic reform policies in the waste water recycling in Madras. development; improv ing the
relying on privatization to build a industrial, financial, and trade Many of these projects will have capacity of local governments to
new economy has been past sectors has ushered in a new era the participation of foreign plan, operate, maintain, and
experiences with thc inefficien- of investment growth. With the technical and financial institu- recover costs of services; and
cies and non-productivity of the opening up of the economy, tions. These projects require develop appropriate legal and
public sector. .. foreign and domestic investments changes in the current pricing institLtional stnictures for

in the past three years have growni policy and triatiagenient of urban infrastructure management.



Public-Private Partnerships in Municipal
Infrastructure Services
I by Paul Schuttenbelt and Jens Lorentzen

Paul Schuttenbelt and Jens Loorentzen are infrastructure advisers with the Urban Management Programme based in Nairobi, Kenya.

Editor's Note: Tlis section management expertise, and representatives who have direct Options for partnerships are

outlines some of the most common improved efficiency. interest as service users, but who diverse and in a number of cases
mechanisms for privatization of As discussed more generally in can also be involved in aware- overlapping. A sample of selecte
municipal sectors. The following this issue of The Urban Age, ness-raising, advocacy, decision partnership options are listed in

pages describe privatizationr "privatization" can be a means to making, and in actual provision of the box below. E
efforts now taking place in overcome constraints facing the services, including operations and

individual sectors: water, solid public sector. The term is fre- maintenance, and even in con-

waste disposal, land, telecommu- quently used to mean any process struction of facilities.

nications, transportation, and whereby the private sector is

food. involved in the provision of Selected Partnership Arrangements
The traditional supply orienta- public services. We see _

tion to infrastructure policy has "privatization" as involving a The most common type of partnership arrangement in developing

tended to overemphasize facilities broad range of options for countries is contracting out. Increasingly however, as they assume greater
rather than focus on services', and including the private sector in responsibilities for service provision, local governments are forced to
to emphasize public sector partnerships with the public more systematically consider a broader range of partnership options. Some

of thle most common arrangements are listed below. It should be noted that
provision and the excessive sector. We use the term definitions vary between different organizations or authors. We have

political involvement in decisions "privatization" here only to attempted here to adopt definitions that accommodate, to the extent
about investments and pricing describe cases where major assets possible, the most common definitions found in literature references.

services. The result has been or services are sold off by Build Own and Operate (BOO)-Partnership between public and private
inadequate operations and government. sectors whereby the private finu is authorized to build, own, and operate
maintenance, nonsustainability the asset/service.

and unreliability of services, The Partners Build Operate and Transfer (BOT)-Same as BOO but the asset/service

constraints to economic produc- will be transferred to the public sector after a period of time.

tivity, and enviromnental degra- Public Private Partnerships are
dation ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~1. bae nivl ingdifren Contracting Out-The placing of a contract by a public agency to andation. based on involving different external private company.

Experience of the past decade actors or stakeholders, who may
confirms that the solution to be divided into the following four Franchising/Concession-A private partner takes over responsibility for

infrastructure problems is not groups: ~operating a service ad collecting charges, and possibly for Ifunding newinfrastracture problems is not groups: investments in fixed assets.
merely to expand capacity by - the public sector, whose
making new investments. The key principal role should increasingly Affermage-Public authority controls construction and owns fixed assets
to reform is to deliver infrastruc- be to create competitive pressures but contracts out operations, maintenance, and collection of service

ture services that users need and for more effective and efficient charges,

are willing and able to pay for. service delivery and enable, Leasing-One partner making use of equipment/assets without purchas-
Infrastructure service delivery facilitate, regulate, and monitor ing but by payng a lease to the other partner.

should respond to providers partnership arrangements; Management Buyout (MBO)-The management of the company

whose demand can be identified; * the formal private sector purchases all or part of the company.

services should then be provided which, because of its access to
in~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ a.utial a.Ti iaca eore n t Privatization-Public enterprise/asset is sold to a private partner.in a s-ustainable way. This financial resources and its

requires a level of management potential ability to operate more Management Contact-Private organization takes over responsibility for
and financial resources oflen efficiently, can play a role in managing a service to specified standards by using staff, equipment, etc.

beyond the reach of local govern- financing and providing certain of public authority.

ment in developing countries. In infrastructure services and in Within the above-cited options, it is also common to distinguish between
an environment of decentraliza- construction, opcrations, and the following modalities:

tion, urban local authorities are maintenance; Vouchers-Citizen is provided with a voucher that enables her/him to buy

looking 1nore to the private sector the informal private sector, a service from a private supplier.
as a source of investment, which is actively involved in

many aspects of services, particu- Competitive Tendering (CT)-The process of seeking a number of
manfrastructure servicesaredfinedasaeas and competing bids for a defined service to be performed under contract.

. I~~~~~arly in low-income areas andIn

those services derived from the set of whose potential role in partner- Compulsory Competitive Tendering-As CT but through force of
public works traditionally supported ships should increasingly be legislation or (CCT) regulation.
by the public sector to enhance -P.S. and J.L.
private sector production and to allow recognized; and
household consumption. * the community and its
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Water:
At the ]Limits: The Success and Failure
of Water Privatization in Britain
by Jim Manson=

Jim Manison is editorr ofl/ater & Environment Jnternational an7d a director ofAQilAviron. He has written extensively on water and environmen-
tal issntes for the national and specialist m7edia.

LONDON. In the 1980s the ten water authorities of England relations between the water government for periods of twenty-
Margaret Thatcher's Conservative and Wales. The geographical authorities and government. A five years, and bound by control
governmuent maste,rminded a boundaries of these new, much govemment White Paper on price increases and standards
series of ambitious privatizations bigger organizations. ensured that proposed that environmental of service. Regulation of the
in Britain. The nmost controversial entire river basin systems from regulation should be the license terms would be carried out
and politically risky of these was source to sea-became the respon- responsibility of a ncw indepen- by another new body, OFWAT
the privatization of the country's sibility of an individual water dent agency, in the form of a (Office of Water). The water
water industry. authority. It was an innovative idea National Rivers Authority PLCs would, of course, have all

Water is close to the limits of to have responsibility for water (NRA). The water authorities sorts of new freedoms-they
what can legitimately be supply, wastewater treatment and tried to rcsist. "With curious would bc able to pay what
privatized. As the London-based sewerage. pollution control, misjudgment or isolation from dividends they liked to their
"Economist" magazine noted in recreation, and nature conservation outside opinion," as David shareholders, to invest in more
1986: "If you can privatize water under the same organizational Kinnersley put it, the water capital projects than the govern-
you can privatize anything." Not umbrella. It was an approach that authorities collectively took the ment had allowed, and to move
surprisingly the government's led to the building of comprehen- position that their industry into other types of business.
plan to take water services, sive in-house skills and helped should in no circumstances be
regarded by many as the "ultimate Britain's water industry earn an broken up. No-one else thought Brave New World
monopoly," out of public owner- international reputation for opera- this realistic: the private
ship was opposed not only by the tional. process, and consultancy monopoly that combines utility The early years of water
opposition Labour party and skills. and regulatory roles became the industry privatization have been
trades unions but by a great many None of this, however, could gamekeeper and poacher in one. characterized by sweeping
ordinary people too. prevent cracks from eventually 7;.

Opposition to the Water appearing in the system, quite
Privatization Bill became so literally in the case of Britain's

fierce that some Conservatives creaking sewer network. 't'he
would have been happy to have problem was chronici

abandoned it, and at times during underinvestment and a lack of

the bill's rocky ride in Parliament incentive to deal with it. In the

this came very close to becoming carly 1980s the governmcnt began
a reality. But eventually it to tighten up on the financing of

reached the safety of the statute utilities, while introducing perfor-

book and in late 1989 the ten mance aims and setting financial

water authorities of England and targets. But the water industry
Wales were converted to Public responded only superficially to
Limited Company status and government attempts to encourage -

floated on the Lonidoni Stock the developmenit and use of
Market. economic tools, such as strict

application of the polluter-pays- It was simply unacceptable. changes in management style
Problems Ahead principle, showing every sign, in Eventually, as the NRA inside the water PLCs, rapid

fact, that it had no intention of proposal won increasing support diversification into new busincss
It is useful to bear in mind that moving away from its dependence elsewhere, the water authorities areas, and a lot of obvious tension

part of what is admired about on local-authority type levies. were forced into submission. between the industry and its
Britain's water industry today has Probably the most crucial issue After this, the future shape of regulators.
as much to do with its earlier in terms of public. or rather voter, the industry quickly became In operational terms, the
overhaul, in the 1970s, as it has acceptability of water privatization clearer. The new Water Service culture shock of privatization has
with privatization itself was environmental and price PLCs, as they were to be called, been absorbed relatively easily by

In 1974 hundr-ds of small regulation. During the final two would be essentially water the industrv and its workforce.
water and sewerage authorities year run in to privatization it was supply and sewage disposal The water industry, unlike other
and river boards were replaced by the former that led to strained businesses. licensed by the continued on page 12



BRITAIN
continued from page iI1

utilities, has not been subject to water scene, with the Water PLCs that the PLCs had little incentive the rate of inflation over a four
heavy job losses-although this as flagships. The PLCs are to be to borrow on the open markets year period while water compa-
could still come. There has been found playing key roles in several when they would get more or less nies have turned in conspicuousl'

criticism that some PLCs multi-billion dollar water and what they wanted from higher high profits during recession and
have been allowing a decline wastewater schemes around the customer charges. awarded senior directors average
in in-house technical skills world. In its July 1994 Price Review, salary increases of 16 percent
through "natural wastage," OFWAT reacted to the growing over the same period. Consumer

leading to an unhealthy reliance Creative Tension pressure for it to curb these steep groups insist that shareholders
on outside consultants and price increases. For the next ten have come out winners, while
contractors of uncertain ability. Under the water pricing regime years the average annual increase suppliers of products and service
But a tough environmental regime devised by OFWAT, the Water will be pegged at one percent to water companies accuse them
run by the NRA, and equally Service PLCs are allocated a "K" above inflation. This has been of abusing their monopoly
strong control of drinking water figure, relating to the amount by well received by consumer position and deploying accountir
quality by the Drinking Water which they are allowed to raise groups, but the OFWAT director tactics that have driven specialis
Inspectorate (DWI), has led to all- customer charges beyond the rate general's keenness to "switch off contractors and manufacturers ot
round quality improvements, and of inflation. A Water PLCs "K" the price escalator" and his of business. Meanwhile industry
not, as was feared, a decline in is determined by several factors, suggestion that water customers research is no longer made
standards. for example, the amount it has to should not have to pay for "gold available for the common good,

plated enviromnmental schemes," and the water industry's sense of
has brought him into conflict with "community" has been largely
the NRA, which is worried that lost in the drive for corporate
pollution issues are being forced supremacy.
into the background. Indeed there
is wider concemr, particularly Conclusion
among environmental groups, that
the NRA, once promoted as Britain, in opting for wholesal
Europe's biggest environmental privatization of its water industr)
agency, is being systematically has taken the most radical route
slimmed down by governinent in any country to date. In a very
preparation for its absorption into short space of time sweeping

One of the most conspicuous invest in plant and equipment to a new single enviromnent agency. operational and management
signs of the industry's new private comply with national and BC chaiges, together with an entirel
status has been the wave of laws, and its overall efficiency. A Mlixed Picture new business philosophy, have
acquisitions and mergers that Some of the initial K settings had to be absorbed by the indust
have occurred in the water were too high, and were adjusted Five years into water industry and its workforce. tn France, the
industry contracting, product, and downwards by the OFWAT privatization then, the overall other of the two best known
service sectors as the PLCs have director general ian Byatt. This picture is a mixed one. existing private water models,
diversified away from the core caused a rift betveen the regulator Viewed from a government privatization-based on a systerm
business. The effects of this have and some of the PLCs. This was and industry perspective there is a in which the local govenment
not all been positive. An impor- described by Byatt as "creative huge £30 billion investment bodies retain control and owner-
tant part of OiFWAT's brief is to tension," and considered a program now well underway in ship of assets but franchise ot
ensure that subsidiary companies generally healthy sign. Britain's water industry, helping long term operations contracts to
of Water PLCs compete fairly for Publication in 1993 of a to modernize treatment facilities specialist water and wastewater
water industry contracts and are damning report on the privatized and ensure that the country is treatment companies has
not favoured over other suppliers, utilities in Britain from the able, in the main, to comply with evolved over a number of
Many contractors, however, are National Consumer Council stringent European (PC) environ- decades, avoiding the culture
not convinced this is happening. "Paying the Price" in 1993, ment laws. There is in place a shock experienced in Britain.
Nor has water diversification- resulted in considerable negative regulatory system with statutory Privatization is an inherently
larely in the forin of vertical media attention. "Paying the powers to protect consumer political act. Nonetheless,
integration; the purchase of Price" was highly critical of the interests and enforce water quality overpoliticization can produce
complementary water and scale of the profits being made by and pollution laws. And there is unforseen and unwelcomne effect,
wastewater service or contracting the Water PLCs (these rose 26 recent evidence that public, or Water professionals in those
business-been particularly percentt in the first two years rather customer, opinion is countries currently thinking aboL
successful commercially. Despite following privatization, nearly becoming a more powerful force privatizing their own water
some flashy turnover figures, few three times the rate of inflation), in influencing policy, for ex- industry, among them the United
of these businesses produced the It insisted that the customers were ample,. on charges. States and Germany, ought to be
profits that were predicted. And being forced to "bear the bruint of The flip to this is a deepening arguing for a pragmatic approacl
there have been some expensive investment costs." It also argued hiostility toward the water industry from legislators to changes in
failures. But Britain continues to that for a low risk industr-y from consumers, who have seen their industry.
perform well on the international gearing levels were very low and bills rise at two and a half times 
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Cote d'Jvoire: Public Sector Participation in 7 

Water Supply and Sanitation

ABIDJAN. SODECI is an In 1987, the Ivorian govern- of SODECI's domestic connec- general manager and all provin-
Ivoirien company whose capital ment restructured the sector and tion fees have been waived. The cial managers are Ivorian. Private
(about US$ 15 million), is owned negotiated a comprehensive number of connections grows Ivorian interests now own a
52 percent by local interests, 46 concession with SODECI for all between 5 and 6 percent each majority of the company's shares.
percent by Saur, the French water urban water supply services in the year. tts bonds are one of the main
distributor, and 2 percent by a country. The company now Since taking on increased items traded on the Abidjan stock
government investment fund. receives no operating subsidies responsibility for designing nexA market, and it has distributed

SODECI started operations and all new investments in water project systems and financing dividends to its shareholders.
with the Abidjan water supply supply assets (mostly expansions) them through internal cash While SODECI's operating
system 34 years ago, and now are self-financed. Although this generation, SODECI has shifted costs are fairly high (at about US$
manages more than 300 piped arrangement was not subject to toward more client-oriented .45/m3), they are comparable to
water supply systems across the competition, SODECI's operating projects, such as extending those of the better water utilities
national territory. Until recently, fees were reduced substantially tertiary distribution pipes to serve in West Africa. SODECI's
SODECI operated under a during renegotiation of the additional customers and improv- portion of the tariff is used to
concession contract for water contract. Sewerage services ing systems. cover its operating costs, depreci-
production in Abidjan. the capital continue to be operated under a Since the early 1970s. full cost ate its assets, extend and rehabili-
city, and under a lease contract for management contract, which was recovery has been the rule, and tate distribution networks. and
water production and distribution awarded to SODECI following revenues from water sales have pay dividends. It pays the
in all other urban centers, for competitive bidding. The Ivorian fully covered capital and operat- government a rental fee to service
water distribution in Abidjan, and authorities plan eventually to ing and maintenance costs. the debt attached to earlier
under a management contract for arrange a lease contract for During the past ten years, projects financed by the govern-
operation of the Abidjan sewerage sewerage. nonrevenue (unaccounted-for) ment. The company has paid
system.

In 1960, following interna-
tional competitive bidding to
select a foreign private parrner,
the original contract was awarded T
to SODECI, a mixed enterprise
created by a consorti him of French
com-panies on the: one hand, and
the Ivorian government on the
other. This first contract was a
concession for water supply in
Abidjan and inchiided operations
and maintenance as well as
investmnent in new boreholes.

A lease contract for water
supply services in other urban h w
centers and a maintenance
contract for Abidjan sewerage and
drainage were awarded to
SODECI in the early 1970s. By Today, the comipany hias water has never exceeded 15 taxes since its inception.
the mid-1980s, these arrange- 275,000 individual house cornice- percent. Whbile collection from SODECI provides ser-vice close to
ments had resulted in high quality tions as well as many public private consumers is about 95 the standards of industrial
and technically efficient water connections serving schools, percent. collection from govern- countries. It provides a rich
and sewerage services, and hospitals, and the army. Alto- ment agencies is more probleni- demonstration of the flexibility of
SODECI's financial performance gether about 70 percent of Cote atic. Despite the dispersal of operational contracts, manage-
was good. But at the same time, d'lvoire's 4.5 million urban operations, there are only four ment contracts, lease contracts,
the government's financial r-esidenits-2.5 mnillion in Abidjan staff per th-ousand connections, and concessions, anid the potenitiai
performanice in thie sector was and the rest in settlemnents of The companiy has also succeeded for progressing from less inten-
seriously deficienit. Over- 5.000 to 400,000 people are in developinig local capacity by sive to more intensive forms of
investment in prodluction facilities served. Under a policy to provide reducinig expatriate staff frofm 40 public sector participation over
had created heavy debt service lowv-income households with to 15 over a period during which time.
obligations, direct access to water, 75 percent operations were expanding. The



Solid Waste:
Phoenix, Arizona:
Privatization of Solid Waste Services

32 by Robert Donovan

Robert Donovan is superintendant of sanitation in the city of Glendale, Arizona, and a solid waste consultant.
He is the former solid waste administrator for the city of Phoenix, Arizona.

PHOENIX. Phoenix, the capital one of the four districts. The ened their pencils and went to which outlines the role of each
city of the southwestern state of sanitation staff developed a work. When the dust cleared, the department, and documents the
Arizona, has a long-standing collection cost figure to compete private sector had defeated them city's internal bid generation
reputation for being innovative with private contractors. Brown- once again. process for outside bidders. As
and progressively managed. The ing Ferris Industries won the bid. City of Phoenix sanitation Phoenix learns from each new
reputation is the result of manag- Sanitation managers were managers and staff had been experience, it updates and
ers and employees who are both forced to look at the efficiency soundly defeated early in the enhances the process to maximizn
empowered and willing to and cost of their system in an "competitive privatization" the cost effectiveness of solid
experiment. This philosophy led effort to stem the tide of process. This situation shifted waste services whether they are
Phoenix to develop a model for privatization and maintain control dramatically, and the city won the delivered by the city or private
the privat-ization of solid waste of their own destinies. They knew next three successive bids. What contractors.
services. the city council and management are some of the factors that make People have been at least as

In the late 1970s Phoenix had a were willing to privatize up to 50 the Phoenix "competitive important as process in this
sanitation workforce of approxi- percent of city services in an privatization" model an effective success story. Council and top
mately 480 personnel servicing a effort to save costs. Policy tool for innovation and productiv- management gave line manage-
city of 700,000 people. The makers did not want to give up ity? Why has it generated such ment and labor the opportunity to
budget for this operation, inflated control of more than 50 percent of remarkable savings in an era compete. When management and
to today's dollars, would be about the collection service, in case of when municipal service costs labor discovered that they were
US$ 80 million annually. Today, serious contractual problems with seem to be escalating so rapidly? behind the power curve techno-
Phoenix has a population of over the private sector. The answers to these questions logically, the council and manage
one million people, yet the total Public works and sanitation relate to primarily two important ment provided funding to obtain
sanitation workforce is 330 managers and staff were not factors: process and people. current technology and the time t
people, with an annual budget of willing to concede 50 percent of As to process, Phoenix implement it. Labor worked with
US$ 43.3 million. These results their operation to private contrac- established certain criteria prior to management to increase effi-
were achieved by developing a tors without a fight. A careful tendering its' first bid. Over the ciency. Labor and management
competitive privatization process. analysis of the Browning Ferris years of practicing "competitive worked together because manage

Phoenix provides two types of operation madc it clear how they privatization" of solid waste ment included labor in the
residential collection services: a had been able to develop the low services, Phoenix has learned process, and because each
twice weekly collection of bid for the bulk trash operation. additional lessons. At first, the contract required the successful
containerized refuse, and a Instead of using open bed trucks city was concerned about losing contractor to offer displaced
quarterly collection of bulk trash. and trailers with four or five man control of its' ability to provide workers a position. These

The city council asked the crews, Browning Ferris had bid a high quality service to residents, positions did not have to be at the
management of public works to rearloader, a tractor, and a two and this remains a major concern. same rate of pay as their earnings
privatize a portion of the collec- man crew. They were able to load Phoenix has maintained an with the city. The city also held
tion service as a test of potential three times as much refuse with unwritten policy that no more vacancies open prior to bids,
cost savings from the privat- half the manpower. City staff than 50 percent of the operation allowing displaced drivers to
ization process. The public works began converting to this type of will be in the hands of private retain city employment, although
director asked his staff to prepare operation in the other districts. contractors at any one time. This they might have to accept a
a competitive bid, against the The city council and manage- policy was proven wise when the comparable or lower position.
private sector, to perform the ment were impressed with the contractor for the Southwest "Competitive privatization"
service. The city council and cost savings and increases in Collection District was failing. has served Phoenix well. It has
management approved public productivity resulting from the Budget, finance, and audit created productivity improve-
work's participation in the bulk trash bid, and decided to bid personnel have done an excellent ments, driven the implementation
bidding process and his request sanitation service for an entire job of identifying the city's direct of leading edge waste technology
and the "competitive privat- collection district. As before, the and indirect costs of providing empowered line managers to
ization" environment was born. Phoenix sanitation division solid waste services. This allows embrace change, created a labor

At that time, Phoenix was entered into the competitive council and management to make management team, and proven a
divided into four separate bidding process. The district informed decisions about con- winner for the rate payer.
sanitation districts. As an initial chosen, the Southwest Collection tracting and expected savings.
privatization step, public works District, included over 50,000 The process has been documented
bid the bulk trash collection for billed units. City forces sharp- in an administrative regulation E
liE IiUhORN IE



Land:
Privatization of Land in Russia
by Olga Kaganova and NadeZha Kosareva

ST. PETERSBURG. The For the active inclusion of municipalities have established these shortcomings are
picture of privatization of land in market forces into the urban their own commercial real estate simply "growing pains" and
Russia is quite grim; marked economy it is important not only brokerage and real estate develop- the real estate economy will
progress in privatization is to privatize real estate, but to imenit finns. continue to develop.
limited. What is the problem? create the environment for free Hopefully, the majority of
There are several reasons behind
the unpopularity of the concept of
private property for land among
the municipal authorities. First of
all, from the standpoint of current
interests of the city, leasing is
much more beneficial to the
budget. Secondly, private
ownership of land has many
"ideological" adversaries who
have found aggressive support of
western followers of Henry
George, an American philosopher
who preached that God-given
land should belong to all people.
Thirdly, exclusive control enjoyed inallt o r.k arn
by municipal autheorities over the
allocation of land for develop-
ment is considered by many dn
officials as the soulrce of power,
influence, and enrgichment. And, competitive development of
finally, the foral justification of entrepreneurial activity, in other ownd asuchOn in Upi,ine
authorities in many cities is words, small and medium
provided by the absence of land businesses in all sectors of real KHARKIV. The city of Kharkiv, Ukraine's second largest, began early in
cadastres; but, instead of taking a estate. In those activities, non- 1994 to auction- parcels of land for commiercial anid residential develop-

ment. This city of 1.5 mirion conducted the first ever open, competitive
simple inventory as the first step existent before the reform, such as land auction in the Ukraine, and one of the first in the formner Soviet
and starting the land reform on in brokerage and appraisal, the Union. Although the results of the first two auctions have heen modest,
this basis, they embarked on a development and self-organiza- they mark an importam step for the city's government. Existing national
lengthy and expeisive game of tion of market infrastructure is lav prohibits the outright sale of land for commercial uses. so the city

instead told 50-year leases to laud parcels. In an effort to mimic private
creating fully eofmaputeri7ed going strong. However, in the ownership as much as possible, the Kharkiv government made the leases
cadastres on the basis of second- fvelds forn erly occupied exclu- renewable and transferable.
generation GIS. sivelv by the state sector-- The decision of the Kharkiv executive council to auction the leases was

What is the reoason behind such maintenance of residential and controversial: the city prosecutor claimed that the scheme was illegal.
tenuramatie difference issues. otheritiztiongis. fr anedxamle - The mayor and the council, on the other hand, maintained that the auction

aIdramatic difflearen int te othetr bumlig. ofor exampleCthe.was within die city's established authority to bothi allocate land for
privatization of land and enter- creation of newly independent development and to sell rights to the parcels. The council decided to carry
prises? From the very beginning, businesses meets many obstacles out its plan not only to raise money for the city and promote more efficient
the problems of land reforn were as mniucipal atithorities fre- use of land based on market principles, but ats to create a public
unfaltorathbl conservateforinvest- quetlly adoppre ded bist altemative to the "shadow economy" where land parcels have been solddealt with y conservatve quentlyadopt a proectionistanofficially.
agrarian-oriented politicians with policy. Of course, the progress of The firsr auction, held in January 1994, put 16 parcels of land-8
no attention paid to urban land demonopolization and commercial and S residential-on the market. The city limited participa-
tenure issues. privatization is varied across the lion in the bidding to Kharkiv residents and firms registered with the city.

Itfisoclearrthat exclusive spectrum of cities. The residential parcels were not auctioned because only one bidderIt is clear that exclusve spectrum of cities.applied to take pant. But two of the cormmercial parcels sold, both slated
municipal control over land and The concept of "conflict of for construction of offices with a limited retail component (a cafe and a

the vagueness of the rights of land interest" is not only absent in the shop).
owners and tenanils create an Russian legislation, but not even The "sale" of the two parcels yielded 1.5 billion karbooovanets (about

unfavorble cliate fo invest fully omprehnded bvpublicUS$4 1,0001), a sum that the city plans to use to constr-uct 10 three-room
unfavoable cimate or invst- flly coprehened by ublicapartments. The city's second land auctton, on June 24, was a tittle more

ments in Russian cities. There- opinion. Therefore, the activity of successful. Buyers p'urchased thiree long-term leases-for a multifamiily
fore, the slow pace of land and both the municipal bodies and residential building, a commercial building, anid a garage.
urban reform is the main obstacle individual officials is often a

Drown iftom Lanidlines, ANewsletter of the Lincolni Institute of Lanld Policy.
for the development of real estate glaring example of "conflict of September 1994.
markets, interest." For instance, some



Telecommunications: 7

Privatization in Peru: Reducing the
Distances Between Us L

by Jorge Zavaleta Alegre

Jorge Zavaleta Alegre is a staff writer for GESTION, and a correspondent for CAMB016 AMERICA.

LIMA. In Peru, geographical lowest figure in South America, sufficient capital to CPT to give a the present cross-subsidies.
distances remain a major obstacle and the second lowest (above total holding of 35 percent of its TelefJnica Espafola intends
in connecting the 23 million Haiti) in Latin America. In Latin capital stock. In theory, CPT was to expand and modemize by
people who live in its 2,000 cities, America, the average is 5.4 already a private corporation with providing over one million new
towns, and villages. telephone lines per 100 people. a diverse group of shareholders, lines, modernizing 200,000

Time in Peru is still measured Decree Law 702, issued during but it had serious functional existing lines and 19,000 public
by the solar calendar and such Albert Fujimori's presidency, shortcomings. The package telephones, and installing public
mysterious markings as the Nazca declared the development of included an offer to ENTEL telephone booths in all populatio
lines, which outlined the harvest telecommunications a public employees of up to 10 percent of centers with over 500 people thal
calendar. Among the earliest necessity. This decree lays down its shares, with the remaining 55 now lack this service. It also ain
means of communication were free-market principles to guide percent to be disposed of through to reduce the time new subscrib-
quipd, complex systems of plaited that development. Promotion, the stock market. ers have to wait to be connected.
strings and knots, and chasqul, administration, and supervision The bidders in the auction Many are skeptical about this,
men trained to swiftly transport are to be the responsibility of the were such prestigious telecommu- since telephone service in Peru

nications companies as AT&T has long been in the hands of an
Cable and Wireless, GTE inefficient bureaucracy. This
International, STET International, bureaucracy virtually set up its
Telecom France, Telecom Korea, own informal private business in
and Southwestern Bell. They telephone lines, and forced its

CO FAFtA~~~~~~~~~ ~~~RU ~~made attractive and competitive arbitrary management decisions
offers, which helped create a on users.
climate conducive to nvesrinent The government is confident
in other sectors in Peru. Govern- that by transferring management
ment sources calculate that by of the country's teleconmuunica-
July 1995, when President tions enterprises to the private
Fujimori's term of office ends, a sector it has set the stage for its
total of some USS 5 billion will modernization by eliminating
have been invested through distortions that have prevented

privatization in a range of sectors. this type of progress.
Telefdnica Espaidola , the The opposition political grout

successful bidder and grantee of in the privatization auction agree
fruit from the Amazon and fresh state. This new legislation sets up the service concession, is already that the telecommunications
fish from the Pacific to the Inca a modern classification of active outside Spain in Venezuela, sector could not be expected to
nobility in the imperial Andean teleconiniunications services and Romania, Puerto Rico, Chile, generate significant job opportu-
city of Cuzco. prescribes a restructuring of Argentina, and the United States. nities in Peru. The official

While today's world is tariffs that is expected to ensure It controls nearly 14 million response is that the benefits of
connected by satellites and reasonable returns for interested primary lines and has annual privatization can be quantified
computers, and increasingly companies. billings of ovcr US$ 10 billion. only if a value can be assigned te
resembles a global village, many Shares in the Peruvian Tele- The Peruvian Govemment increased ease of commercial
population groups in Peru phone Company (CPT) and the received US$1.391 billion for the exchanges, improved integration
continue to be so isolated that National Telecommunications shares it auctioned, while CPT of remote groups into the general
they can be reached only by Air Company (ENTEL) were sold to obtained nearly US$ 611 in population, and rapid response to
Force hydroplane or helicopter. Telefonica Espa?iola for a total capital. requests for assistance.
In the Amazon region, with its exceeding US$ 2 billion. This The goals of the privatization The greatest challenges are to
forests and turbulent rivers, was the largest transaction of its are to double the current level of ensure that the economic effects
contact between indigenous kind in Latin America, and the service within the next five years. of the program are irreversible, tU
communities is still largely fifth largest such transaction in During this period, exclusive continue to expand Peruvian and
dependent on fragile canoes or the world so far in 1994. rights will apply only to fixed foreign investment, and to
peque-peques. In the recent auction, held on local telephone services and increase both competition and

Having a telephone in Peru February 28, 1994, the Peruvian domestic and international long fiscal revenues. The results of
today is a privilege. Peru Government sold off 35 percent distance calls. At the same time, privatization can be guaranteed
currently has 2.8 telephone lines of ENTEL shares, approximately tariffs will be adjusted, with the only if there are no major change
per 100 people, which is the 20 percent of CPT shares, and ultimate objective of eliminating continued on page 17 I
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PERU Transportation:
contmned.[rOM page 16

in the current rules of the gamie. Privatizing Toll Roads
This is especially true since, for Toll
the past 50 years, the pendulum of in the Philippines/
government in Per-u has swung P
between populism, and attempts by Saviniano Perez
at establishing a market-driven
social economy. The Philippine governmenit promotes priivate sector participation in public infrastructure facilities

Thanks to enactment of a through an act that authorizes "Financing, Construction, Operution, tnd Maintenacnce of Inf-astruclure
single constitutional law. Projects by the Privae .Sector andJbr Other Purposes. " This bill Was promulgated in July 1990 anad

amended in May 1994. Its enactment shows that tle Philippine governmenlt recognizes the p-ivate sector as
privatization has been a fairly uan importunt force in national growth and development, anti believes that the priivate sector can bring
straightforward process. The technical expertise and mana71agemizenit efficiencv to piublic infhastructure development and operation. In
transfer of teleconmmunications addition to providing appropriate incentives to mobilize private resources, the amended lawt, also allows
into private hands was based on priv ate sector par ticipants to mnanage public facilities. This approach is expected to be especiallv appropri-
three pieces of legislation: (1) the ate in the area of toll road development.
Peruvian Constitution of 1993,
which restricts monopolies; (2) MANILA. Privatization is construct, and maintain toll ment. Another approach links
whichreC strictstiona]pDevelopmen expected to become an important facilities in the North and South road development with housing,
the Constitutional Development approach to toll road development tuzon Toll Fxpressways. CDCP industrial, and commercial

stps to follow to move from thec in the Philippines. Local experi- proposed maximizing the use of development, giving the devel-
five-year monopolv period to ence shows that there is an private resources, allowing the oper a franchise to operate the
open competition; and (3) opportunity to promote toll road government to redirect its own road, which will be constructed as
eliminating the state's exclusive development by impressing upon efforts to other infrastructure a toll facility.
rights in the telecommunications road users the need to pay for projects. Their franchise included In the four years since the
field. benefits received. However, the right to collect toll fees at Philippine BOT law has been

The sustainability of project planners and imp- rates fixed and/or authorized by applied to encourage privatization
privatization will depend on the lementors nmust remain dedicated the Toll Regulatory Board for of toll roads, several lessons have

Constitution. The very fact that it and imaginative in dealhg with expressway use. This was the already been learned:
Constitutaken. p e invery mact that i the sociopolitical issues that affect first major attempt to privatize toll - More promotional efforts are

consolidation of democracy, and the privatization process. road management in the Philip- needed to demonstrate the
an advance in co-existence under As private sector participation pines. PNCC's franchise was advantages of investing in toll
rules of law. It also mcans the in Philippine road construction subsequently expanded, giving it roads, which tend to attract fewer

availabilit Of .1Toved ways to arows several issues will need to the right to construct, maintain, investors than power generation
availabihty of improved ways to 
comnmunicate for enhanced social, be addressed, such as rate fixing and operate all extensions or projects.
communical,adcultefora enhancedsoil for toll roads. Setting the initial linkages from any part of the * Prospective investors worry

with the rest of the world. toll rate is critical, as is the need North and South Luzon Toll that toll rates will remain regu-
to provide reasonable and regular Expressways and/or the Metro lated. Partial deregulation of toll
rate adjustments that are accept- Manila Expresswav. operations and toll-rate fixing

Regional Seminar on PublicIPrivate able to the road users. Current The Metro Manila Urban may be needed to ensure a better
Parrnerships for Urban Development toll rates at the Luzon Expressway Expressway System (MMUES), rate of return on investment.

in Latin America and [he Caribbean: are among the lowest in Southeast the densest road system in the * The investment required for

The Privatization of Urban Services Asia, for example. The Philippine Philippines, is another strong toll roads, especially elevated
National C'onstruction C'ompany candidate for private sector urban expressways, is beyond the

The LAC Office ofthe Urban (PNCC), a private corporation participation. The latest in a financial means of most local
Management Programumne jointly that was acquired by governiment series of transportationi studies for investors. Foreign investor s
with the Municipality of Quito and
with the support of OLDIS, is financing institutions wants to Metro Manila presents a master therefore play a pivotal role in
preparing a regional semiinar to adjust the rate to a new level that plan for some 150 km of express- financing toll road projects.
foster critical debate and exchange will allow recovery of its pro- ways to cope with the rapidly In rural areas where some
of exprienencs on private sector jected investment in rehabilitating increasing traffic as well and farn-to-market roads are pres-
participation in the provisioni of
urban services/facilities. Special and improving the existing Luzon urban development needs of the ently tolled, development of better
focus will be on the identification Tollways System. It also seeks metropolitan area. road systems tlhrough BOT or
and analysis ofthe conditions joint ventures with both foreign Although development of the BOO schemes may meet with the
required for successful implemen- and local investors, who will be Metro-Manila Urban Expressway least resistance. Appropriate
tation of public/private partner-
ships, and the redefinition of the repaid with revenue from the System is receiving priority. a technology and road standards are
role ofthe public sector based on adjusted toll rates. method for idcntifying and needed, however, to suit rural
experiences from the region. PNCC participation in toll road undertaking small-scale toll road conditions.

The event will take place in development dates back to 1977, systems suitable for other urban * Efforts must be made to help
Quito in February 1995. For
further information, contact the when the PNCC's predecessor, areas is being developed. The imiplensienting agencies and their
UMP-LAC Office at Casilla 17- the Construction and Develop- Build-Own-and-Operate scheme regional offices fully understand
17-1449 Quito, Ectuador, Fax: ment Corporation of the Philip- (BOO, see box p. 10) presents one the BOT scheme and the financ-
(593 2) 462 134; Tel: (593 2) 462 pines (CDCP), obtained a possible model for private sector ing aspect of proposed BOT
1321462 136, email: Iae@a)pgu.ec legislative franchise to operate, participation in toll road develop- projects.



Food: 
The Reformn of Urban China: The Challenge of Urban Migration
Grain Stores in China byXiaochen Meng,Peking University, China

Editor's Note: As afollow-up to our Spring 1994 issue on International
Migration, wve thought it useful to describe the in-country migration now

I by Xiaochen Meng, Weijie Dong, and Gangjian Fu taking place in China-the largest rural-to-urban migration occurring in
10 1 the world.

Xiaochen Meng is associate professor in the Department of llrban
and Environmental Sciences, Peking University. Weijie Dong and China is a big country with a population that exceeded 1. I billion in
Gangjian Fu participated in the research on grain stores in the 1990. Today, while the population of the United States is moving out of the
Chengwen District. central cities and even the suburbs, the Chinese people are just starting to

move into cities from the rural areas. Urbanization in China is only
BEIJING. Grain is China's channeled." Citizens' consump- beginning to occur by Western standards, although the process is moving

fast and has already brought with it many social problems.
most important commodity. It tion patterns have also changed, China's total urban population is 301 million, the largest national urban
links the daily lives of all citizens and price reforms were introduced population in the world. Even so, China's urbanization level is low at just
and contributes to the nation's in the early 1990s. All of these 26.4 percent of the total population. Inmost developed countries, the
stability. The production and factors have reduced the number urbanization level exceeds 70 percent. There were 31 cities in China with

over a million residents in 1990, accounting for just 5.3 percent of the
distribution of grain (mostly rice of state-run grain stores and country's population. There were, however, more than 9,000 small cities
and wheat) has long been mo- contributed to grave difficulties with less than 200,000 residents, making up 16.3 percent of the population.
nopolized by the government, facing the remaining stores.
which distributes rationed grain
supplies to urban residents An Increasingly Competitive Why has the urbanization process previously been so slow in China?

The main reasons were China's household registration system and the
through a system of state-run Marketplace country's post-1949 industrial policy.
grain stores. This grain ration The central government set up a household registration system in the
system has also been an important Reform of the economic 1950s to control population movements. Under this system, the population
method of controlling the popula- system has broken the state's was divided into urban and rural categories, and the latter could not move to

the cities without government approval. There were just four ways for ruraltion of Chinese cities. monopoly of grain markets, and people to become urban residents.
Under China's centrally greatly decreased the market for First, young people that passed the college or university entrance

planned economy, the purchase state-run grain stores. There are examinations could get a job in the cities after graduation and settle there.
price, selling price, and sales basically three new outlets for Second, those who joined the army and performed well could get a job in
quantity were all under strict state grain distribution. First, free the cities when they finished their service. The third way was marriage. Ifa rural person married an urban resident, he or she could become an urban
control. As a result, grain stores markets are developing rapidly resident. The fourth and most important way was through government

employment. When the urban labor force was not adequate to meet
economic development objectives, State-mn enterprises could hire workers
from rural areas. Yet all four of these possibilities had only a minimal

_s - l Xl |impact on population movements. Of the total urban population increase
during this period, 68 percent came from natural increases in the existing
urban population and just 3b2 percent was due to rural migration.

Effect of Urban Reforms

Urban reforms, which began a few years after rural reforms, have also
made it easier for rural people to move to the cities. The opening of the
grain market was a key step. Grain is the main food of the Chinese people.
Under the economic planning system, urban residents received a monthly
grain ration from the government. Non-urban residents were not eligible for
a grain allocation, and thus could not stay long in the cities. However, as a
result of grain distribution refomis, grain was put on the open market and
people could buy as much as they wanted if they had the money. This
removed a major baffler preventing rural-urban migration.

A second important reform allowed private businesses to operate in
China's cities. Since not many urban residents were interested in working
in private business, rural migration became the main source of labor in these
new ventures. Some became street vendors, repairing shoes and umbrellas,
while others found jobs as housekeepers or baby-sitters.

Thhe third reform was in the state sector, as the goverment began to
ii ~~~~~~~allow company managers to make hiring and fu-ing decisions. Many factory

managers preferred to hire rural laborers because they were willing to do
dirty,ehavy work and could be paid temporary wages with no benefits.
Moreover, as temporary workers, they could be fired at any time, keeping

came to be viewed as the basic due to new agricultural policies, labor costs low. The boom in China's construction industry, for example,
units of a grain distribution Private sellers have a wide ranige has created a number of openings for rural laborers.

Although these reformns removed bafflers to rural migration, major
system rather than retail outlets of grain sources, and their prices difficulties still face rural people settling in China's cities. First, it is very
where people could shop for vary according to demnand. Free hard to secure permanent employment. The second problem is housing.
grain. Sinceethe mid-1980s, market prices are higher than The government has just begun to set up a housing market, although most
however, with the spread of govemmuent subsidized prices, but PeoPle still get houising from their employer, and many factories wilt not

market reforms, grain supplies lower than negotiated prices,.ienwarvl ic hycno os hm

have become increasingly "multi- continuedi oni page 19 
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CHINA MM
continuedfi-om paige 18 In the "Roundtable." we present several questions to prominent people on

the topic being discussed in each issue. The purpose is to create a forum for
Naturally, these markets have distribution goals get fulfilled, interchange and debate among people with opposing points of view. Our
become strong competitors to and thus their profits are second- hope is that readers will find it a starting point for generating their own

state- *n grain stores. Second, ary to the social welfare goals. discussions. both within their cities and in response to The Urban Age
state-run grain stores. Second, ary to the social welfare goals. In this roundtable we approached Wagui Siby, an economist and lawyer
companies and factories can buy Finally, because they cannot specializing in urban environmental management. Mr. Siby, a Senegalese, is
grain directly front farmers in independently hire or fire staff currently a member of the regional panel of experts for the Urban Manage-
large quantities to distribute to the stores are extremely inflexible ment Programme in Africa. He has been an adviser to the Ministry of

Modernization and Technology of Senegal. Christine Kessides is Principal
their staff free or at low prices. in responding to any kind of Economist in the Water, Transportation, and Urban Development Depart-
This form of grain distribution is change. ment of the World Bank. She was deputy director of the 1994 WI'orld

especially common in large Workers in the grain distribu- Development Reporr, "Infrastructure fr Developmiient.

government departments. compa- tion system have become used to UA: How eficient, in practice have priv,atized sernice.s been:J

nies. and factories. Finally, grain acting according to govermenit SIBY: In theory. privatized services are considered efficient because of
farmers sometimes go into urban policies and rationing plans, their strict management, their flexibility in meeting demand, the quality/

residential areas and sell grain without any understanding of the rangc of their products or services, and their tight cost control. In practice.
themselves door to door. These market implications of their privatized public services are largely ineffective because of the new
farmers usually do not have a decisions. During the Dragon demands that private management makes on the administrators of these

services.
license, making it difficult to Boat Festival in 1991, for
determine how many there are example, rain stores ereto be clear about what ctea for efficiencyyou use, and against wlhat standard you compare their perfornnance.
and how much they sell. Profits allowed to set their own prices for Frequently, managers of privatized services face a legacy of problenls
are high since the sellers do not "zongzi," a special holiday food created by the former public providers. To overcome these problems, the

pav taxes to the slate, while the consisting of pyramid-shaped rice new owners/operators may need to make relatively large tariff increases, cut
pay t overheads, and drop certain services. 'I hese actions mav be necessary for

costs are very low. As a result, dumpling wrapped in bamboo or higher productivity, even if they appear from the outside to be negative
the number of these grain sellers reed leaves. But workers felt developments,

is increasing rapidly, unable to make pricing decisions rUA: What dangers, if any, does privatization bring? Should there be
and went to the govemment concern that services to low-incomte grosps will he neglected?

Problems with Pricing Policy bureau for advice instead. SIRY: I'he danger in privatizing public services lies primarily in the cost of

tthe services or products offered. A privatized service makes no distinction
For a long time, the sales price Future Challenges and between a wealthy customer and a poor customer. In developing countries

of state grain was lower than the Recommendations this means that the poor cannot afford to use the privatized services unless
somconc clse (the state, local government) pays the differcnec betwccn the

purchase price of grain from the actual cost and the pnce payable by the user.
farmers, due to extremely heavy The grain store system faces KESSIDES: A danger often stated is that poor users cannot pay the full
state subsidies for grain consum- tough challenges, making reforms cost of privatized services. This is not necessarily true. In many surveys it
ers. In 1992, after a second grain and adjustments both necessarv has been foLud that not only are the poor willing to pay the cost of reliable

price adjustment, food stores still and urgent. Changes shotld be than the are actualy paying to the informal sector higher prices
cotild not achieve adequate profit made with an eye to long-tern
margins because they were forced trends, however, so as to allow UA: For privatization to succeed, it seemns that boti thze profit motive and
to include transportation in their flexibility to accommodate future comzpetitioni have to work. In whatpercenitage ofdeveloping countries is

this the case? If it is niot the case, what can the public sector dou to help
costs. developments. create market conditions?

Because grain stores have long With the eventual "freeing" of SIBY: In most developing countries services are privatized because the
operated at a deficit, and because grain prices, competition will be state wants to disengage from providing services; thus, cost reduction rather
the government does not have even stronger for state-mn grain than any motive of competition or profit seeking is more important. In the

majority of cases privatization has therefore not succeeded. The state needs
special funds for this purpose, stores, whose proportion of the to develop management training facilities, create market conditions. and
grain stores also have no money grain market will decrcasc possibly monitor the progress of the newly privatized services, offering

for renovation or other improve- steadily. lf market share drops to technical assistance if necessary.
ments. The store buildings, most 70 percent, 561 staff mnetmbers KESSIDES: Evenl in low-incomie counngtries, carefullv designed public-

pjrivate sector partnerships. withi strong political support, hiave produced
of them former residences or even would be needed. In other words, significant cost reductions, new investntent and service extensions. anid
old temples bought by the state in for every 1O percent drop in improved service quality. More generally, govemments should undertake
the 1 950s. are now inna state of market share, 80O jobs wvould be dolegal reforms and other measures to promote competition in activities whichthe 150s,are ov,,in astat of mrk-e sfire, 0job woud be do not involve natural monopoly.
disrepair and ventilation systems eliminated.
for storage are poor. It is clear that urban graiti (IA: Experience shows that there are severalpragmatic difficulties

stores need to mnake substantial inherent in privatizing services, such as the difficutlty of collecting
payments, how to set correct pricing levels, and the importance of

Management andl Labor Issues adjustments in the number of assessing demand. Do youi know of cases in which these difficulties have
stores. thcir size, and location. in been overcome?

Management is another major order to raise profits and retain SIBY: Setting correct pricing levels, determnining user/customer capacity to
problem for grain stores. Hierar- market share. Officials at pay, and assessing demand are concerns that are inherent in private enter-

prise. Bitt privatized public services have enornnous difficulties in integrat-
chically, there are three layers of different levels of government ing these concerns into their management.

government management above should recognize the necessity KESSIDES: All of the problems you list are equally faced by the public
grain stores: the district, bureau, and importance of these changes. scetor as provider-in fact, thev are potentially worse, because the decisions
and central government. Stores however, and take effective ofrthe public provider are often highly politicized. An efficient and

responsive service provider must have the managerial and financial
are actually considered executive support measures. autonomy to operate -as a business not a bureaucracy.'
units where the state's grain



The Privatization of City-owned Enterprises:
Gdynia 's Experience

by Wieslaw Byczkowski

Wieslaw Byczkowski was elected to the Gdynia City Council in June 1994 and appointed as vice president responsible for citv property and
ownership transformation; he is a lawyer by training.

GDYNIA. Simply stated, the able entered a privatization track. private companies, singly owned to the needed working capital,
thrust of Poland's political and Seven companies underwent a by the city, were created from its pressure from the workers for
economic reform is to decentral- capital privatization process by property. higher wages, and lower invest-
ize decision making and to first becoming limited liability None of the methods described ment and the difficulties of
privatize economic activity. companies with stock held by the above has proven perfect, each collecting overdue payments. In
Municipalities were created as city, which it offers for sale to raising problems and questions. In employee-owned companies, the
autonomous entities in May 1990. investors. The remaining four the capital privatization process, it position of the union is very
A wide range of responsibilities were privatized through the is difficult to locate strategic unclear and there are considerab]
were transferred from the state, liquidation process. Two of the investors. It was further difficult possibilities for conflict of
including the ability to own and four "liquidated" were directly to successfully restructure the interest.
transfer property and to engage in sold and two were transformed company debt, which would be The city has also made
economic activity. This responsi- into private companies owned by inherited by the newly privatized progress in selling and leasing
bility was later removed through a the employees who lease the company. city-owned real estate through
legislative amendment passed companies' assets from the city. In the process of liquidation, auctions and tenders, processes
October 1992, causing much In 1994, the last of the twelve, the newly formed companies with guidelines established by th
controversy and confusion in the city transportation company, shared fmancial problems state. However, much choice rea
municipal economic development which had been made a "budgeft resulting from high leasing fees, estate awaits the appropriate
and privatization policies. The company, was liquidated. Three low share of initial capital relative investor.
overall goals in the privatization
strategy are:

1. To optimize use ofthe Rn Interview with Ffanciszha Cegielsba, Mafor of Gdqnia 
cities resources through the most ____;-

effective ownership structure. Gdynia, a young city, developed in the 1920s from a small fishing village into Poland's
2. To provide the city with modem port city after Gdansk's was designated an international free city. A part of the

revenues. coastal Tri-City conurbation with a population of 75 7,961 including Gdansk and Sopot, W_
revenues. Gdynia is horne to 250,622 people.

3. To insure that local services Gdyniaisknownasacityofentrepreneurshipwithahighpercentageofprivatelyowned
will be provided at the highest businesses, real estate, high per capita income, and relatively low unemployment. Due to the efforts of its
level of quality and at the lowest progressive leadership and business community, Gdynia won the bid to host the 1994 Europartenariat, which
possible cost. brought over 2, 100 foreign and Polish companies together in Gdynia's recently developed World Trade Center

Expo, a 8,000 m2 exhibition hall with conference facihties.
An initial step in the economic Franciszka Cegielska, Mayor of Gdynia, was recently re-elected to serve a second term as mayor as the city

transformation was the enters its fifth year of autonomous local govermnent. Mayor Cegielska, a ship engineer by profession, is well-
comrnmunalization or transfer of knowrn nationally for her innovation and serves as the Vice President of the Association of Pohsh Cities and as a
ownership of state-owned delegate to the European Council.

enterprises and property to the UA: Whathave been the successes of the municipality in the area ofprivatization duringyourfirst term as
municipalities. Gdynia rcceived presidentfrom 1990 to 1994?
twelve companies including two Cegielska: Without a doubt our greatest success, both financially and substantively, has been in the privatization

of city services such as local transportation services and city cleaning services. The creation of a market for the
providing municipal services, as provision of services which the city buys through a competitive process has rationalized the expenses in the city
well as companies engaged in 'budget. Equally important is the perception of the city residents that the transport services are timely and efficient
commercial activities such as and the city is clean.
fishing construction, and com- The city has developed a unique method to privatize the city-owned housing stock, with the result that in the

fishing, last few years, from May 1990 until present, approximately 3,000 apartments have been sold to the tenants in
puter services. The city then had residence.
to decide the optimum legal Another suceessful and interesting venture is the 30-year lease on the city market hall with the association of
structure for each company, traders who have funded the entire cost ($500,000) of the renovation of the market hall completed last year.

dependent on the economic UA: What are some of the barriers to the process of ownership transformation/privatization?
strength and marketability of the Cegielska: The most serious barriers are in the legal and legislative areas (unstable regulations and the lack of
company. Those with less market clarity in the case of some of the laws) and the lack of sufficient local capital and lack of interest from foreign
potential were transformed into a capital-these are barfiers that result from our growing up under the conditions of socialism.

specific organizational form and UA: What is the most important task of Gdynia's local government in the area ofprivatization?
placed on the city budget which is Cegielska: It is to rationalize the management of communal resources, including city housing and commercial
allowed under the Budget Law. properties.
The companies deemed market-
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We actively seek our developing country readers' input for this section. Our intenition is to facilitate networking among developing country citV
managers and their constituents.

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF LOCAL SISTER CITIES INTERNATIONAL
AUTHORITIES

Contact: Richard NeItheisel 120 Payne St-eet, 41exandria, 1f4
Contact: Mr. Drew Horgan, Secretary General. IULA, 39 22314, US4: Tel: 703-836-3535, Fax. 703-836-4815.
Wassenaarseweg, 2596 CG, The Hague, The Netherlands: Tel: 31-70-
324-4032; Fax: 31-70-324-6916. Sister Cities International was set up to develop better international

cooperation between U.S. cities and cities around the world, creating
The International Union of Local Authorities represents local govern- opportunities to explore culture, promote dialogue, and to foster an
ments around the world and seeks to improve local government and atmosphere in which economic development and trade can be
services to urban residents. The IULA also represents local governments explored. More than 1,040 U.S. cities are linked with 1,802 cities in
In discussions with the United Nations and other international organiza- other nations, addressing issues ranging from the cnvironment to
lions. education, from the cultural to the medical and beyond.

The IULA is made up of over 350 national associations of local Recently, Rochester, New York,was able to help its sister city,
government, cities, counties. research institutions, and individuals who Krakow, Poland, by sending a city accountant to teach finance and
seek greater participation of local citizenry in improving government at data processing. Portland, Maine, and Archangel, Russia, raised funds
all levels. The union believes that local government is increasingly for high school exchanges.
important given the trend of decentralization at the national government Many cities have an ongoing dialogue. New Brunswick, New
level. It acts as a clearinghouse for information among its members and Jersey, in a bid to boost trade with its sister city, Debrecen, Hungary,
helps local governments in different countries share ideas. has been holding an annual conference since 1990.

The organization will assist cities interested in finding sister cities
in the United States with similar histories or populations, industry, or

SETTLEMENTS INFORMATION NETWORK geographical features.

AFRICA

Contact: Diana Lee-Smiith. Maringira Institute, P.O. Box 14550,
Vairohi, Kenva; Tel: 254-2-443219, -'ax: 254-2-444643.

Settlements Information Network Africa (SINA), created in 1981, is a
aetxvork- of people working on self-help settlemnent projects in Africa,
including housing, education, health, nutrition, skills training, commu-
aity organizing, ar.d employment.

Originally a more informal network that helped isolated individuals
and organizations contact others with similar problems. SINA moved on ___E _T_______ ___ ___

:o organize national and regional meetings, and study tours throughout
Africa. For example, SINA recently sponsored a study tour for three URBAN MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
nembers of Tanzanian womens' organizations to visit Zimbabwean FOR ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
iousing cooperatives.

The network is operated by the Mazingira Institute, a Kenya-based Contact: Nathaniel TVon FEinsiedel, UMPAP, P.O. Box 12544, 50782
,4GO. Kuala Lumpur, Mlalaysia; Tel: 603-255-9122: Fax: 603-255-2870.

The Urbani Management Programme for Asia and the Pacific
BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE OF MUNICIPAL (UMPAP) was set up by the United Nations Development Programme

ADMINISTRATION to promote people-centered. environmentally friendly, and participa-
tory development in Asian cities, home to 1.3 billion people.

Contact: Carlos D 'Oliviera. Largo IB.AAL No. 1, 22271-070 Rio de This inter-agency coalition of the UN aims to bolster urban
Janeiro, RJBrasil: Tel: 021-266-6622. Fax: 021-537-1262 Telex: 21- management capacity, encourage urban networking, generate sustain-
22638 JIVBM BR. able urban environmental policies and practices, and make sure that

non-government and community-based organi7ations participate in
This 41-year-old organization. with l00 city members and 200 consult- the development of Asian cities.
ants, helps cities, towias, and other local municipalities strengthen their UMPAP began publishing Urban Links in November 1993 to share
Local government system. information, skills, and experiences with those working in the areas of

Of the 100 current projects. the largest is in Mozambique where urban environment, povcrty, and municipal management issues. The
[BAM is helping to bolster municipal institutions and rehabilitate cities organization also participates in a variety of conferences on urban
-o make them more liveable. issues and publishes selected papers.
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Russia: Creating Private the economic future of the Development Report 1994 looks According to the authors, for

Enterprises and Efficient country? at the delivery of infrastructure in privatization to succeed, a clear

Markets - How can the technical developing countries, strategy and accompanying goal
assistance needs of medium and Typically such services have are essential. This involves
large firms that are now private be been delivered by monopolistic identifying and resolving policy

by Ira Lieberman and John met without reintroducing the public enterprises or government tradeoffs; establishing the
Nellis. The World Bank, heavy hand of the state? Who will depart- appropriate scope, pace, and

1994. To order copies of the book. fund and provide these resources? ments. To sequencing of privatization; and
contact Rose Malcolm, Room And what parallel reforms are correct choosing the right methods.
G412 7, The Private Sector required in the financial sector this, the
Development Department, The and capital market development report calls
World Bank, 1818 H St., N. W; to support these actions? for three Private Sector
Washington, D.C 20433; tel. measures
(202) 473-7495;fax (202) 522- The Privatization to improve Participation in Municip,
3742. Decision services: 1) Solid Waste Services in

manage infrastructure like a Developing Countries,
This book presents the views of &v John D. Donahue. Basic business, not a bureaucracy; 2) Vol. 1.: The Formal Sech
top experts and actors in Russian Books, Inc., New York, N. Y, 1989 introduce competition (directly if

privat- feasible, indirectly if not); 3) give by Sandra Cointreau-Levine
ization, In the United States, where users and other stakeholders a Urban Management Programm/

(;POCC14R outlines telephone utilities, railways, and strong voice andreal responsibility. DiscussionPaperAo 13, UiVDi

the airlines have always been private, Support for giving a larger role lNCHS/World Bank Urban
- rating achieve- privatization means something to the private sector in the Management Programme, 1994

vateEntedpnses ments different than in the United provision of infrastructure is

Efficienlt Ma,e& since the Kingdom, Chile, Mexico, growing in reaction to favorable This paper analyzes the particip

process Argentina, results of recent initiatives in thise fonnal private sector
began in and Eastern direction, as with Mexico's the delivery of municipal solid
November I Europe. telecommunications sector and waste services in developing

1991, and sets out the daunting Typically, Argentina's railways. The report cout ies.
issues that still need to resolved. it means provides ratings of the feasibility To xeigh the pros and cons C
Contributors include officials of enlisting of private sector delivery of a priat tor prtiiation, m
the Russian government, advisors private broad array of infrastructure private sector participation, mar
to the Russian privatization body energies to services. need to b
(the State Committee on Property improve a
Management or GKI), officials of the Privatization: The Lessons Coinltreai
international financial institutions performance of tasks that can of Experience Levine
working with the GKI, university remain in some sense public. looks at
professors on contract to the GKI, Donahue looks beyond by Sunita Kilkeri, John NVellis, and the
and staff of private consulting stereotypes about the miracle of Mary Shirley. The WYorld Bank potential
finms employed by the GKI. privatization to the intricacies of 1992.

Chapters focus on what was public spending, collective
done and why, on what remains to decision-making, and institutional This book reviews experiences povate sector in the contexts of
bc done, and on several key structures. Cronyism and political with state-owned enterprises cost recovery, efficiency, public
questions, including: infighting exist among private (SOEs) and their privatization in accountability, management,

* How can "insiders" (former contractors as in the public sector. developing and industrial coun- finance, econtomies of scale,
legislation, institutions, and cosi

managers of public enterprises Accountability for both is key. tries. It extracts salient themes
that have gone private) be The author maps out the and lessons Partieulariy important is the
prevented from blocking the features that mnake certain public for the separate analysis of the costs of
secondary trading needed to tasks promising candidates for successful te serent collention
complete the restructuring of privatization, but warns of the design and wsesrie-olcin

privatizing firms (and bring in dangers of privatizing tasks that implemen- cleansing, disposal, and transfer
outside investors)? would be better left to government. tation of

* Since the voucher scheme such
expired in June 1994, what will World Development reform. It
happen to the 12,000-14,000 Report 1994 touches on
firms that have not yet been the privatization of industrial,
restructured? The World Bank 1818H St., commercial, manufacturing, and

* Why has small-scale NW, Washington, D.C, 1994. service-producing SOEs operating
privatization (of small businesses) Replete with examples of suc- in both competitive and noncom-
lagged and what does it mean for cesses and failures, the World petitive markets.
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9elow is a selection of urban events and training courses cuIlledfront The Urban Age's currentfiles. I'e are not always able to list events mote thlan
)tice. given space limitations. Please refer to past issues of The Urban Age /br additionial events scheduled in 1 994. Send your announcerments to: The
Editor, The Urban Agc, Rooni S4-031. The WlYorld Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington DC 20433, USA. Facsimile: 202-522-3224, internet:
nmcneil@w orldbankl:org

nnferences Washington, DC-June 25-28, 1995. Violence as a Global
Health Issue: Responding to the Crisis. Contact: NCIH Confer-
ence, 1701 K Street, NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20006, USA.

Fes. Morocco-October 16-21, 1994. Urban Development and 'T'el: 202-833-5903, Fax: 202-833-0075.
Vianagement at a Turning Point: Which Way 'l'omorrow? Contact:
Vlichel Sudarskis, Secretary General of INTA, International Secretariat,
Nassau Dillenburgstraat 44, 2596AE The Hague. Tel: +31-70-324- Edvcdtioln Progrdms andd Courses
1526, Fax: +31-70--328-0727.

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine-A new three month course in
Bangkok, Thailand-October 17-24, 1994. Urban Finance and Cost Community Health in Developing Countries with a strong focus on the
Recovery. Contact: USETI Selection Committee, 1000 Thomas provision of communitv health in unstable conditions involving popula-
Lefferson St., NW, Suite 106, Washington, DC. 20007, USA. Tel: 202- tion displacement. The course will be offered for the first time in
338-3400, Fax: 202-333-4782 January 1995. Contact: Annc Gordon. Course Secretary, Community

Health in Developing Countries, Liverpool School of Tropical Medi-
San Antonio, Texas, IUSA-November 3-4, 1994. Making Cities cine, Pembroke Place, Liverpool L3 5QA, UK. Tel: 05 1-708-9393, Fax:
Globally Competitive: Spurring Foreigii Trade, Investment and 051-707-1702.
fourism. Contact: Chris Mead, CUED Conference Director,1730 K
Street, NW, Suite 915, Washington, DC 20006, USA. Tel: 202-223- Boston University-The School of Public Health will offer its seventh
4735, Fax: 202-223-4745. amnual Managment Methods for International Health course from

February 2-April 30. 1995. This very intensive twelve-week course
Hong Kong November 7-12. World Congress on Urban Growth stresses the practical application of management principles in the public
md the Environnment. Contact: Congress Secretariat, 10 Tonsley and private health sectors of developing countries. Contact: Michael
Place, London SW18 ]BP, UK. Tel: 081-871-1209, Fax: 081-875-0686. Devlin, Course Manager, Management Methods for International

Health, 53 Bav State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 02215, USA. Tel:
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA-November 17-20, 1994. Urban Public 617-638-5234. Fax: 617-638-4476.
Housing. Contact: Professor Wolfgang F. E. Preiser, School of
Xrchitecture, University of Cincinnati. Mail Location 0016, Cincinnati, University of Birmingham The School of Public Policy will be
Dhio. 45221-0016. USA. Tel: 513-556-6743, Fax: 513-556-3288. offering a Masters in Public Management beginning in 1995. Designed

for "high-flying" managers in the public sector, this program combines
Nlelbourne, Australia-November 20-23, 1994. Cities and the New essential theory with current best practice in public sector management.
Global Economy. Contact: OECD-Australia Conference. The Meeting Contact: Dr. Donald Curtis, Director, Development Administration
Planners. 108 Church St., Hawthorn 3122. Australia. Tel: 03-819- Group, School of Public Policy, The University of Binringham,
3700. Fax: 03-819-5978. Birmingham B1X5 2TT, UK. Tel: 44-21-414-5033, Fax: 44-21-414-4989

or 5032.
Bali, Indonesia-December 5-9. 1994. Health, Economics and
Development: Working Together for Change, The Seventh Inter-
national Congress of the World Federation of Public Health
Associations. C'ontact: WFIPHA Secretariat. c/o APHA. 1015 15th St.
NW. Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20005, USA. Tel: 202-789-5696, llmletr
Fax: 202-789-5681. Nuels ers
Calcutta, India December 15-18. 1994. Environment and Health A selected list of newsletters and Loughborough University of
in Developing Countries. Contact: Dr. Rabin Ganguly. Indian journals carrying information on Technology
Institute of Management-Calcutta, Joka, Diamond I larbor Road, Post urban development issues. Leicestershire LE 1I 3TU
Box 26757, P.O. Alipore. Calcutta 700 027, India. Tel: 91-33-77-2390, UK
_xt. 290; Fax: 91-33-242-1498. Tel: 44-509-222885

INTERNA'T'IONAL NEWS Fax: 44-509-211079

Lapland, Finland April 1 5. 1995. Living on the Margins- Ripa Intemational
Making the Best of Limited Resources. Contact: Douglas Gordon. 22 Bedford Square IHS NEWSPAPER
Secretary General, Suomi-Finland IFHP, P.O. Box I00, 00521 Lonidon WC I B 3HH Institute for Housing and Urban
Helsinki, Finland. Tel: 358-0-148-88412, Fax: 358-0-148-6672. UK Development Studies

Tel: 71-580-7138 Weena 718
London, England-April 4-7. 1995. Health at the Crossroads: Fax: 71-580-7140 PO Box 1935
Transport Policy and Urban Health. Contact: Conference Office, 3000 BX Rotterdan
London School of I lygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, WEDC BULLETIN The Netherlands
London WCIE 71HT, UK. Tel: 44-0-171-927-2314, Fax: 44-0-171-580- Water, Engineering and Tel: 31-10-402-15-40
7593. Development Centre Fax: 31-10-404-56-71



PRIVATIZATION
continuedfrom page 6

Reforms in Urban Planning Making Reforms Less Painful

Privatization and the development of the private sector also will The goal of local and federal bodies is to make the transformation
require reform of the urban planning system. The Soviet system St. Petersburg less painful, and to supervise and control the process

A knew only two types of plans: general plans for 15 to 20 years of structural reconstruction. Privatization and the development of a
Hi (the last general plan for St. Petersburg was approved in 1897), market economy make it possible to use international experience to

and detailed development plans for individual city blocks. There help overcome the decline of the city. Only a short time ago,
was no need to develop zoning plans when the state was the only comparisons with the West would have been useless. But the current
investor, client, contractor, constructor, and owner of real property. problems of St. Petersburg can already be described in the same

In addition, the precipitous privatization of housing in the city has professional language as the problems of Liverpool, the northern citie
resulted in a number of problems. Although many apartments in the of France, Pittsburgh, and Boston of the 1960s, and other areas that
city have been privatized, the city continues to pay over 90 percent of have been through a post-industrial crisis.
public utilities such as heat, water, and electricity, as well as the We can' be certain of only one thing: the transition to a market
buildings' management, maintenance, and repair costs. economy in St. Petersburg has caused a deep structural crisis. A city

A considerable portion of housing erected between the 1960s and five million people employed primarily by enterprises of the military-
the 1980s is notorious for its low quality and high maintenance costs industrial complex cannot exist under the conditions of free-market
due to the centralized heat supply system and other public utilities. A prices elsewhere in the world. St. Petersburg must look for new
substantial part of this housing stock requires major renovation that phaseout functions within Russia and in the world. Its geographical
cannot be paid for by the new "owners." Without any attempt to position; its huge scientific, cultural and educational potential; and it:
transfer these expenses to the owners of privatized housing, many historic and artistic values will make this transformation possible. W
city blocks may turn into slums. This is due to underinvestment in the can say with confidence that the St. Petersburg of the twenty-first
maintenance of utilities. century, both in population size and composition, will be distinctly

Finally, mass privatization of housing in the near future will add to different from the soviet Leningrad. And this transformation will
the problems of the city environment, including the detcrioration of continue to be closely linked with privatization.
inter-house and inner-house common areas, and the decline and
degradation of some city housing. To prevent these phenomena, city Leonid Limonov, an economist, is Coordinating Director of Research
authorities must promote joint actions by residents organized into Programs of the Leontief Centre in St. Petersburg, Russia. Vladislav
infornal communities and neighborhoods. These will form the basis MXiagkov is Senior Researcher at the Economic and Mathematical
of future community development cooperatives and other community- Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, and Vice-President of ti
based non-governmental organizations. Russian Society of Appraisers.

Sourcesfor Facts and Figures, p. 6: material on public-sector infrastricture and Maharashtra drawn from The McKinsey Quarterly
1994,NUmber 1; The Washington Post, August 7, 1994 provided the data on European privatization; The Economist, February 26 and Next Issue
July 23, 1994 provided material on Britain's water bills and India's electricity; figures on privatization of Russian industry from 
Business Week, July 4, 1994; a look at private power plants in Asia is from Insstitutional Itvestor, October 1993; data on housing in The next issue of The Urban Age
BOT planits in the Philippines is drawni from the Far Eastem Economic Review, JL4y 28, 1994 will be on Information and the City

The following issue will be on the

Human Environment of Cities. We
Photo credits: p. I (St. Petersburg) Panos Pictures; p. 4 (St. Petersburg) Panos Pictures; p. 7 (Buenos Aires) Panos Pictures; p. 8 (Tirana, look forward to receiving your
Albania) Sally lardola; p. 11 Jim Manson; p. 12 Jim Manson; p. 13 (Abidjan) Joe Leitmann; p. 14 (Phoenix) Robert Donovan; p. 15 con-inents and thoughts on these
(Ukraine) Gerald Keyden; p. 16 (Lima) GESTION; p. 18 (Beiitng) John Courtney; p. 21 (Krak6w, Poland) Maria Przezdziecka, Sister upcoming issues.
Cities Intemational.
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